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Hollis (1"982) post.ulated the prefiguring hypothesis in
an attempt to explain how learning interacts with

evolutionary processes. rt was postutated that as a result
of the stimulus-stimulus (s-s) associations in pavlovian

condit.ioning an organism was able to prepare for t.he

imminent arrivaL of biologicalry significant events. rn as \

much as conditioning was able to permit the organism to

interact opt.imally with a bío1ogically significant event

learning was said to increase the probability of successful

reproduction or fitness and thus have functíon.

In support of the prefiguring hypothesis, Hollis (IgB2l

1984, l-989) demonstrated that blue gouramis, that had been

conditioned with prior light-conspecific pairings, were

better able to defend their territory than were control

conspecifics during a subsequent conflict test. Territorial

defense in the brue gourami is critical to fitness because

femares will only mate with mal-es that can successfutly

defend a t.erritory. Hollis concluded that the conditioned

aggression observed as a conditioned response, resulted in

better territoriar defense and thus greater reproductive

success. HoLlis' conclusions were premature for two

Abstract



reasons" First, associations formed during pavlovian

conditioning may include both response-stimulus (R-S)

associations and s-s associations. second, the rerationship

between level-s of conditoiníng and act.uar territoriaL
defense was not directly determined,

The purpose of Experiment L was to determine the nature

of the associations underlying conditioned aggression in
blue gouramis. Thís was accomplished by employing a US

omission procedure. The purpose of the second experiment

was to determine the relationship between conditioned

aggressÍon and territorial defense in bl-ue gouramis. This

was accomplished by correlating indices of condit.ioning and.

territorial defense.

. Two major observations were made in Experiment 1.

First the paired group demonst.rated higher indices of

conditioning than t.he omission group which did not differ
from the yoked group. And, second the rate of both

unconditioned and conditioned responding was low and highly

variable. These results night be interpreted to suggest

that the assocíative mechanism underrying conditioning are

s-s in nature. However, the substantial variability and low

levels of conditioning resulted in a high frequency of
paired trials in all groups and may have precluded the

1A



deveropment of R-s associat.ions in the omission group, thus

limit.ing t.he opport.unity for the deveropment of differences

between it and the yoked groups. These results mitigate

accepting the conclusion that the underlying mechanism of
association in conditioned frontal display responding is s-s

in nature.

rn Experiment 2 it r^ras observed, once again, that whire

conditioned frontar display responding courd be obtained, it
was highry variabre both within and between subjects. rt
was arso observed that no significant relationships existed

bet.ween levers of frontar display conditioníng and any of a

number of indices of territorial_ defense.

fn suinmary, these resul-ts do not support the

prefiguring hypothesis. Neither Holl-ist assumption t.hat the

associative mechanism underlying frontal display

conditioning are s-s in nature, nor the concLusion t.hat

frontar display increases the probability of successful è

t.erritorial defense vrere supported.

1l-l-
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Figure 6 " Mean per cent frontal display responding

during the 13 days of phase 1

conditioning, and the 4 days of phase z

reconditioni-ng, for Groups pF, pj. and.

P2, during the pre-CS, CS-US, and US

int.ervals (upper, mid.dle and lower

panels respectively)

Figure 7. Mean per cent approach responding during

t.he l-3 days of Phase 1 conditioning, and
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a function of days, for Groups pF, p1,
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panels respectively) l-44

Figure 8. The mean daily duration (in seconds) of
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1989) assert,ed that male gouramis that had received pairings

of a light with the sight of a conspecific mare subsequentry

defended their territory more successfutly when the cue

1ight, predicted an encounter with a conspecific ma1e.

HolLis suggested that her results ind.icated that (a) the

pairings of a cue with the sight. of a conspecÍfic produced

learning, (b) that the responses acquired to the cue were

preparatory to territorial defense, and (c) that the

In a series of recent studies, Hollis (Igg2, !994,

Pavlovian conditioning in gouramís

1_

Introduction

function of learning in this situation Ì^ras t.o increase the

probability of reproductive success for the trained males by

ensuring that it had a terrÍtory in which to reproduce. If
Hollis's conclusions are valÍd, then her work wil_l add a

significant. contributíon to the underst,and.ing of t,he role

that, J-earning plays in the adaptation of an organism to its

environment.

To determine the validity of Hol_l-is's conclusions t.he

forlowing studies examined the fírst and third of Hol1is, s

concrusions. specificarJ-y, Experiment 1 examined whether or

not the learning Hollis observed was the resul-t of pavlovian



conditioning as she described it.. Experiment 2 determined

t.he effectiveness of conditioning in servíng Hollis, s

posturated function, that of increasing the probabilíty of

successful territorial defense.

rn order to place Hol-l-isf s work and t.he proposed set of

st.udies into an appropriate theoretical cont.ext it. is first.
necessary to elaborate on the interact.ion of conditioning

and function in animal behaviour. Following the development

of t,he theoret.ical posit.ion, a critical analysÍs of Hol-1isrs

(1,982, !984t 1989) theory is presented. This analysis l_eads

to the conceptual-ization t.hat resulted in the research

presented.

Pavlovian conditíoning in gouramís
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number of scientific perspectives. Of these, psychology and

ethology have been most prominent. psychorogicar research

has t.ypícalIy been directed at determining t.he mechanism

underlyíng behavioural changes and deriving performance laws

that. t.hese behaviouraL changes foIlow. on the other hand,

Animal behaviour has been t.he subject, matter of a

ethological research has focused on attempt,ing to explain

the performance of behaviour that is predominantry invariant

or at best very resist.ant to change (Thorpe, 1,9'lg) " In

attempting to determine the basis of such behaviouro
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ethologists focused not on causal mechanisms underlying

performance but rather on causatíon in terms of the function

of behaviour.

The approach to the study of behaviour taken by

psychologist.s t.ends to emphasize the envi-ronmental

influences that arter an organismas behaviour. chief among'

such j-nfluences has been learning.

Learning is generally viewed as limited to the

processes invorved in the formation of associations. That

is,'the term references the ability of the animal to develop

associations between two or more detectable events (see

Dickinson, 1980). In this sense, an association is an

organism's representation of a rel_ationship between

environmental events, where these events may be either
stimul-i impinging oflr or actions of, t.he organism. rn the

strictest sense, the term Ìearning should be modified wíth

t.he adjective associative to separate t.he implíed rel-atÍonal

learníng from other possible forms of learning.

Nonetheless, I have followed the normal practice of

psychologists and used learning to mean associative

learning.



Arthough many dífferent definitions of learning exist,
the consensual definition provided by Kimble (196j-) stated,

'rlearning is a relatívely permanent change in behaviour

potentiality which occurs as a result of reinforced prac-

tice." (p.6). An important feature of KimbLers definition
is the term pot.entiality which was carefully chosen Lo

indicate that learning was not necessarily manífested im-

mediately or directly in a measurable change in behaviour

(Kimble, 1961 , 1"967) . This feature of Kimble's definition
is best. exemprified by t.he phenomenon of sensory precon-

ditioning (Brogden, 1939) .

Pavlovian conditioning in gouramis
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ïn sensory preconditioningr, an initiar phase occurs in
which two stimuti are repeatedly presented in a fixed

temporal order. Subsequently, the temporaJ_ty second

stj-muLus is used as a signal to which a response is trained.

Following response t.raining, presentation of the temporally

first stimurus shows that it now arso controls the response.

The transfer of response control- to the temporally first
stimul-us is viewed as confirmation that associati-ons between

the two stimuli developed during the initial phase.

sensory preconditioning phenomena can occur in the

absence of measurable behavioral changes in the initial
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phase (CousÍns, Zamble, Tait., & Suboski | 1-g7l) | and as such,

it has been argued that sensory preconditioning demonstrates

the development of associations between stimurus-stimurus

(or S-S) representations (Suboski & Tait, Ig'11-, 1,972;

Weisman & Dodd, 1919) "

immediately impact on behavÍour, sensory preconditioning

confirms the need for the term ,'potentialíty,' in a

definition of learning.

potential for behaviour change, associative processes cannot

be direct.ly studied and must. be inferred from changes in

behaviour. As a consequence, psychologists have developed,

standardized procedures designed to minimize the

Because associatíons are viewed as affecting t.he

Since S-S associations need not

contribution of nonassociative factors to behaviour change

(see Gormezano & Kehoe, 1975,. Rescorla, L967) " Using such

procedures, the major thrust of research wit,hin associatíve

learning has been directed at the identification of

conditions that either promote or interfere with the

format.ion of associations, and the identification of the

contents of associations when they are formed (see

Dickinson, 1980; Mackintosh, i_983,. Rescorla & Hol1and,

L982) . Of secondary concern has been the problem of how



associations interface wÍth behaviour. Many theorists
assume some form of isomorphic transformation between

learning and performance, however phenomena such as sensory

preconditioning, indicate that simple translation rules will
not suffice for all situations. The lack of a consensus on

performance rul-es creates difficulties in the application of

learning procedures to different types of experímental_

Pavlovian conditioníng in gouramis
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procedures and behaviour. This assertion wiLl be amplified.

upon when the implícations of biological const.raints

phenomena are presented later in the manuscript.

The study of learning has provided a great body of

research and results from which a series of performance 1aws

have been derived. These performance laws are cal1ed

general laws of learning and are thought to reflect an

underlying general process. The underlyinçr process as

suggested above, is associatíve in nature, reflecting the

relationshíp between two stimuli (S-S) or a response and a

stimulus (R-S) . The former results from cl_assícal_

condit.ioning procedures in which the experimenter presents

the pairings of two stimuri to an animal- and monitors the

behavioural changes during the first stimulus (see Rescorla,

I978), whereas the latter develops ín operant or



instrument.al procedures

activity (e.9., pecking

produced by the organism,

food), cal1ed a reínforcer, that has the consequence of

increasÍng the frequency of occurrence of the activÍty (see

Mackintosh, 1983) . The general process is presumed to

account for all associative behaviour. Thus, a1l- learning-

based behaviour is expected to follow the general laws

(Revusky, 1"977) .

Pavlovian conditioning ín gouramis
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which the experimenter selects anl-n

ctL a

is

The psychological approach to the study of behaviour,

while providíng a solid understanding of the associative

process presumed to interlay behavioural change, has,

however, not given us a complete pict.ure of all the

variabl-es influencing behaviour (Johnston, 1981). The

limit,ations of this approach were recently brought to the

forefront, in psychology by the results of a number of

studies which did not appear to adhere to the generally

observed performance laws.

disk by a pigeon), which if

followed by a stimulus (e.9.,

Constraints on Learninq

Breland and Breland (1961), in the paper entit.led "The

Misbehaviour of Organisms", v'rere among the earliest to
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observe the peculiarity of the interaction between learníng

and innate behaviour. They observed that a pig that had

repeatedry manípurated an object, such as a token, in ord.er

to obtain food oft.en engaged ín species characLerístic

activit,y. The occurrence of the species-characteristic

behaviours often resurted in the delay or omission of the

food (reinforcer), which was presented contingent on the

pig's carrying and depositíng the token. Tn this situation
it, was observed that a st.imulus, whích regularly preceded or

signalled the presentation of food, elicited a series of

species-characteristic behaviours despíte the fact that
these behavíours resulted in the delay or omission of a

reinforcer. The interference with learning by species-

characterist.ic behaviour was also observed in the

conditioning of raccoons and chickens. According to Breland

and Breland, t.his interference represent,ed a breach in the

1aw of reinforcement that could not be explained wíthin the

context of general process learning theory. Breland and

Breland labelled the phenomena instinctual drift and. stat.ed

that behaviourism had Iost. some of its predict,ive power by

denying the existence of instincts.
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The phenomenon of instinctual- drift did not generate a

great deaL of attention or Ínterest, perhaps because of the

anecdot,al forms in which it was presented. However, some

work by Garcia and. Koelling (1966) did have an enormous

impact,. Garcia and Koerling (rgGG) and Garcia, Ervin, and

Koelling (1'966) found that rats were more readily abl-e to

associate gustatory cues than auditory cues with irlness;
whereas, auditory cues r^rere more readily associated with

avoidance reactions to shock than were gustatory cues. rt
was aLso observed that conditioned taste aversion courd be

acquired very rapidly and despite a long interval (in the

order of 20 minutes) between the distinctive gustatory

conditioned stimulus (CS) and the toxic reaction or

unconditioned stimulus (US). Garcia et al. (1966) suggested

that such rapid formation of an association between two

stimulí across such an extended period was unexprainable on

the basis of tradítionat associatíve mechanisms.

Research in the area of defensi-ve behaviour has arso

generated resurts that were difficutt to explain based on

the general process learning theory. Bolles (1970, 1975)

observed t,hat. rats coui-d learn certain avoídance responses

much more easily than ot.hers. For instance, avoidance
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responses such as wheel turning or bar pressing could only

be learned with extended training (DrAmato & Schiff , 1_964) |

whil-e running down an aIley or jumping out of the box was

very quickly learned (Maatsch, 1959) . To account for these

resu1t,s, Bo1les suggest,ed t.hat t.he response of frightened

rats was restricted to innatery det.ermined species-specifíc

defense reactions (SSDR) .

perceptual factors could play a role in the orderíng of

appearance of t.he SSDRs. Blanchard, Fukanaga, and Blanchard

(L976) observed that in inescapable situations rats wouLd

freeze to a signal preceding shock, while they would fl-ee in

a situat.ion that was escapable. Rats will aÌso respond to a

stationary CS in an avoidance sit.uation by freezing, and a

discret.e approaching CS by flight. (Blanchard. & Blanchard,

1969) . Bol-les (L979) stated that the acquisition of SSDRs

as successful avoidance behaviours could not be understood

on the basis of the conventional- reinforcemenL approach.

Shettleworth (1-975, L97B) suggested, in much the same

vein as BoIIes (1979) t t.hat cert.ain response-reinforcer (R-

S) relationships existed as a function of evolutionary

forces and were evidence for constraints on the applicat.ion

of the general process theory l_aws of learning.

Bolles al-so suggested t.hat
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shettleworth observed that hamsters reinforced. wit.h food for
various behavioral activities acquired cert.aÍn of these

activities more readily than others. Typica1Iy the

activities that vsere acquired most readily were those that
r^rere part, of the food searching pattern in the hamster. ,For

example, digging, scrabbling (digging against. a wa1l), and

open rearing were easily increased in frequency when

followed by a food reinforcer (Shettleworth, 1975) .

shettlewort,h (1973) had previously observed that while bar

pressing was also quickly acquired and was certaínly not a

searching or consumption-rel-ated behaviour, its topography

did take the form of digging, scrabbling, or g.nawing, which

are part of the food acquisition pattern in the hamster.

shettleworth (1975) further observed that punishment was

effective in decreasing some activities, rike scrabbling and

face washing but that, other activit.ies, l-ike open rearing,

increased in frequency and duration with punishment.

Finallyo Brown and Jenkins (1968) observed that pigeons

presented wit.h repeated pairings of an illuminated response

key followed by response-independent food soon acquired a

reliable keypeck response. Brown and Jenkins labelLed this
phenomena aut.oshaping. Autoshaping has been observed with
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varíous subjects, responses, and reinforcers, including

pigeons and quail keypecking for food (Brown & Jenkins,

1-968; Gardner, 1,969; Matthews & Lerer, 1987,. Terrace,

Gibbon, Farrell & Bardock, L975), chicks pecking for heat

(Wasserman, Hunt,er, Gutowski & Bad.er, L97S), guinea pigs and

monkeys lever pressing for food pellets (Davey, Oakley &

Cleland, l-981,' Likely, L914; poling & poling, 1-978; Sidman &

Eletcher, L968) | and target st.riking in fish for food

(Bottjer, Scobie & Wallace, 197'l; Squier, L969,. Vüoodard &

Bitterman, L974) . In each of these situations, the

behaviour emerged as a result of t.he pairing of the two

stimuli " Major reviews of t.he autoshaping literature have

been presented by Hearst and Jenkins (r974), schwart.z and

Gamzu (1,977) and Locurto, Terrace and Gibbon (1981_) .

The significance of autoshaping l-ies in the type of

behaviour that developed to the key light. Hist.oricalJ-y,

key pecking, was observed as a prototype behaviour for the

formatíon of R-s associations. yet, in autoshaping, pecking

at t.he key emerged even though the researcher had programmed

in an S-S (keylight-food availability) relationship.

williams and vüirl-iams (1,969) employing a variant of the

omission procedure confirmed that. the s-s relat.ionship had



primary control of the keypeck. After autoshaped

responding had been established, the birds received.

keyright-food avairabiJ-ity pairings Íf they did not peck at
the key, and only keylight exposure if a keypeck was

di:Iivered. Thus, pecking the key was never followed by

food, and, therefore, the maintenance of the R-s association

vras precluded. under these conditions, williams and
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williams (1969) observed the maintenance of the keypecking

behaviour. similar observations have been obtained with a

number of different, species of subjects with various

response systems and reinforcers, for example, targiet

strÍking for food in fish (vüoodard, Balling€rr & Bit.terman,

197 4) , rats bar pressing for food (Davey, oakley, & creland.,

1-981), key pecking for food in pigeons (peden, Browne, &

Hearst, 1977) and chicks pecking for heat, reinforcement

(Wasserman, Hunter, Gutowski, e Bader, j.975) .

The lack of cont.ingency between response and.

reinforcement ín the omission procedure erimínated the
possibility of R-s associations persist.ing and, as such

being, the primary basís for responding. Thus, responding

that occurred during omission training could only be the

result of s*s associations " The import.ance of the resurts
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of the omission procedures is the recognition that much of

conditioned behaviour that was previously ascribed. to R-s

associations was, at l-east, in part the resul_t of S-S

associations. The autoshaping and omission phenomena

presented a number of problems for operant theorists.
First, many of the responses, which were traditionalty

considered arbitrary (key peck, bar press) and under the

control of R-s associations, appeared not only to be subject

to the influence of S-S associations but also to be

predominantty under the control of s-s associations in some

situat,ions. second, many autoshaped responses were gross

skeletal-motor responses assumed by some to be responsive

only to R-s associations. Third, the responses that came

under the control- of the discríminative stimulus were

species-specific behaviours that appear to be determined by

the reinforcer employed (see Moore, 19?3) 
"

The phenomena of instinct.ual drift, taste aversion,

avoídance behaviour, and autoshaping appeared to be

exceptions to known princÍples of J-earning and seemed to
represent the interference with learning by adaptive

speciarizations that were species-specific, situaLion

specificr or both. The early explanation of these phenomena
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invoked ecologj-ca1 and evolutionary factors which were

presumed to permit the development of specíalized learning

mechanisms to meet t.he speciarized requirement of the

speciest environment. Thus, the early interpret.atÍon

followed the precedence of the naturalístic or ethorogical

literature which had long present.ed examples of specialized.

learning abilities in a variety of animars. Early examples

of such specialization incrude the navigational skills of

the bees (von Frisch, L971,1, the memory of the rocation of

nests in digger wasps (Tinbergen, L972) , the salmont s

recognition of home streams (Hasler, Scholz, & Horrall,

r978l. I the parenting behaviour in the herring gulr (Hairman,

1967 ) and the song acquísition in many birds (Thorpe, 1961) "

ConstraÍnts and Psvcholoov

constraints phenomena are examples of speciarized ]earning

or are the result of the interference of specialized

Iearning with other learning. Furthermore, it has been

Many learning theorists have suggested t.hat the

suggested that. this specialized. l-earning cannot be accounted

for within the traditional- framework of the generar process

theory. For example, Seligman (j-970) attempted to elaborate
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how these phenomena present. difficulty for the general

process theory. According to Seligman, the general process

theory has as its basic assumption the assumption of

equipotentialit,y (Seligman, 1970) . The assumption states

that. all stimuli, reinforcers, and responses are equally

associable and that what an animal l-earns about is of

rerat,ive unimportance. A corollary to the equipotentiality

assumption is t,hat species differences are relatively

unimportant.

Seligman and Hager (I912) addressed the problem of

constraints by rejectíng t.he general process theory as they

undersLood ít. and posít.ing the concept of preparedness. The

concept of preparedness proposed that a predisposi_tion for

certain assocíations was innate and det.ermined. as a

consequence of selective pressure exerted on the species

over its phylogenic history. The hypothesis suggested that
as a result of evol-ution the organism had associative

apparati which made certain assocíations easier to acquj-re,

more difficult. to ext.inguish, and more read.ily

generalizable.

Alternat.ive explanat.ions of the constraints phenomena

attempted to incorporate the impact of an evolutionary



factor in the J-earning process. For example, Breland and

Breland (1961) suggest,ed that instinctual drift was the

result of evolutionary forces acting on appetitive

behaviour. Garcia and Koerling (1966) asserted that the

notion of belongingness of gustatory cues with subsequent

illness caused the rapid development of t,aste aversion.

This belongingness was, accordíng to Garcia et al. (L966)

the result of natural selection. Garcia, Hankins, and

Rusiniak (1-974) furLher elaborated. on Lhis hypothesis and

posited that gust,atory cues belonged with internal

consequences. such belongingness presumably resul-ted from

neural- specialization due to evolutíonary pressures.

Rozin and KaIat (1"91L) proposed that learning be"
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t,reated as any other biological characteristic. As suchn

J-earning wourd be subject to nat.ural selection and wourd

evorve t,o handl-e specif ic t.ypes of probrems. vühile they

accepted that some generar form of learningi may exist, Rozin

and Kalat (r911) rejected the notion of equipotentíality by

suggesting that some difference in rearning mechanism may

exist as a functíon of both the characLeristics of the

species and of the situation in which rearning occurs. As

noted earlier, Bolles (1970) explained avoidance behavi-our



based on the animaUs phylogenic history. He also suggested

that a frightened. animal, s avoidance responses were

restricted to a set of innately determíned species-specific
defence reactions. By attributing the learning of avoidance

associations to the use of species-specific defensive

behaviours, Bolres (L970) joined Rozin and Kalat (1"97L) in
rejecting the assumption of equipotent.iality"
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constraints and General process Learninq Theorv. Many

theorists rejected the general process ]earníng, while

others attempted to explain the constraint phenomena within
the traditional framework (Domjan, L983,. Shettleworth,

1983) . The concern for generar process theorists was t.o

determine if the constraints phenomena represented

qualit.ative, as opposed to quantit.ative differences. The

general process framework has always recognízed that a

number of variables have a quantit,ative effect on

acquisition (Hal1, 1976) " For example, the intervar bet.ween

conditioned and uncondit.ioned st.imuli and the intensity and

duratíon of both stimuri affect the raLe of acquisition. An

orderly decrement in performance as a function of the delay

between cue and consequence is retiably observed.

Preexposure to either the CS or US interferes with
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subsequent learning. The existence of generalization and.

discrimination grad.ients identify the degree of control that
develops within an association. Each of these variables are

said to result in quantitative differences as opposed to
quaritative differences and, as such, were not viewed as'

problemat.ic (Seligman, L970) " It. Ì^ras critical then, to
determine if varíables known to influence the occurrence and

rate of formation of associations affect the constraints
phenomena in the same manner or in a qualitatively d.ifferent
fashion.

A number of theorists have charlenged the rejection of
general process theory because many of the functions

obtainedinthetasteaversionstudiespara1Ie1edt'hose

obtained in the cond.it.ioning of other response systems using

Pavrovian procedures. Garcia, Ervin, and Koer-ring (1966),

KaLat and Rozin (I97I) , and Revusky (19T8), for example, all
observed decreasing taste aversion conditioning as a

funct,ion of increasing delay between the fravour cue and the

t.oxicosís reaction. Repeated preexposure to the cs and/or

the us arso reduced subsequent conditioning (Erkins, L973),

whil-e the level of taste aversion conditioning a function of
the number of cs-us pairings (BrackbiLr and Brookshíre,
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L91t) . Other functions typically found to result from

PavlovÍan conditioning procedures have been observed L.o

occur using t.he taste aversion preparation, t.hese include

generalization along the cs dj-mension (Braum & snyder, 1973;

Domjant 1,975,' Nachman, 1963), stimul-us discrimination

(Domjan, 1977; Rozin, 1,969) and overshadowing and blocking

(Revusky, t97r). More detaÍled reviews of t.he similarity in
parametri-c functions between condit.ioning of taste aversion

and other responses have been presented by Domjan (l_980),

Logue (1979), and Spiker (L917) .

Having determined the para1lel between taste aversion

and traditionar conditioning procedures for many parametric

functions, theorists attempted to explai-n the rapid

acquisÍtj-on across the long CS-US interval. A variety of

hypotheses were posited including selective attention or

orient,ation to the CS due to t.he nature of the US (Gill-ette,

Martin & Bellingham, 1980,' Rescorl-a & Hol-land/ 1916), method.

of presentation of t.he CS (Mil-l-er & Domjan, 1981), the

similarit.y of spatial and temporal intensit.y between the CS

and the US (Rescorl-a & Furrow, 1917; Rescorl_a e Gillan,

1-980; Testa & Terne, 191-l) | and the role of previous

experience (Dickinson, l-980,' Mackintosh, I974) " The
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variables suggested by each of these hypotheses affected
associability or rate of acquisition. However, none could

explain satisfactorily the strength of t.he selective
association observed in the t.aste aversion research (Domjan,

L9B3) "

Various attempts have also been made to accounL for the

associative bridging of the rong delay between cs and us

presentations that typify the taste aversion phenomena.

Krane and wagner (1975) suggested that. t.he taste cs resurts
in an unusually long stimul-us trace that decreases the

functional intervar between the stimuli and. permits the

associat.ion to be formed. Although t.his hypothesis is
tenabre, it has received l-ittl-e support. Revusky (19?i-)

suggested that the lack of events simirar t.o the cs

occurring during the interval between the cs and us may

minimize interference. As a consequer,"", the association
develops despite the long interval-. However, research in
the area of visuar aversion (a preparation analogous to
taste aversion with the exception that a visual cue is used

as the cs) has obtained learning across similar J-ong

temporal intervals (wilcoxin, Dragoin, & Kral I rgTt) . since

it is difficult to suggest that events similar to the cs did



not occur and possibly interfere with the

trace, the evj-dence from visual_ aversive

against Revuskyrs (1971) hypothesis.

spiker (1977), in an attempt. to expraín learning across

long intervals, has noted that the "gust.atory rsr funct.ion

cont.radicts a long abandoned prediction from conditioning
theory; that the rsr funct.ion wírt be short-ranged. and

j-nvariant" (p. 76I) . Gormezano and Moore (Ig69) and

Schneiderman (7972) have suggested that the interstimulus
interval (ISI) may in fact be different for each response

system studied. As such, the long delay observed in the
taste aversion research, although not explained by these

authors, is not viewed as necessarily conflicting with t.he

general learning t.heory.

Attempts have arso been made to incorporate the
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putative visual

research mitigat.es

apparent. constraint on avoidance learning into the general

process theory. rt has been observed that the rate of
various behaviours previously found difficurt to condítion
as avoídance responses could be improved using various

strategies, which include reinforcing successive

approximations of the behaviour while punishing competing

responses (Ferrari, Tod.orov, & Gal-ef , :-g'73,. Rachlín &



Hinerine | 196't) and pretraining the required behaviour using
positive reinforcement (Foree & Lol-ordo, LTTO; Giutian &

Schmal-tz, I973) 
"

,facobs and Lolordo (1990) found that the differential
use of audítory and visual cues influence t.he rat.e of
acquisition of various behaviours that are used as avoidance

responses and suggested t.he possible implicatíon of
Pavlovian conditioned aversive motivational_ states in the

stimulation and determination of behavioral potential-.

Jacobs and Lolordo (1980) also stated that given appropriate
stimuli any response couId be acquired as an avoidance

response. Although not a great deal 0f research has been

carried out in thís area of constraint.s, the resurts suggest.

that BolLes's analysis may be incomplete due to its minimaL

consideration of stimulus aspects (Domjan, j-9g3) .

A variety of explanations have also been posit.ed. to
account for the differentiar assocíability of certain
responses and reínforcers. These have incruded the
influence of both unconditioned motivational states Ie.g.o
deprivation (Shettleworth & Juergensen, 1gg0) I conditioned.
motivational states (Shettleworth, 1,g78), and the effect. of
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contextual cs's Ínteracting with ongoing rearning (pearce,

Nicholas, & Dickinson, 198l_ ) .

Reviews of how learning theorists have attempted. t,o

deal with the constraínt phenomena have been presented by

Domjan (1983) and Shettlewort.h (1983) . Bot.h concur in their
concrusion that. it. appears unnecessary to discard the

general process theory of learning. constraint phenomena

according to these authors, appear to refrect quantitative
differences Ín learning that can be explained within the

confines of general process learníng theory. The central

difficulty in explaining the constraint.s phenomena within
the confine of general process learning theory is viewed to
be the assumpt.ion of equipotentialíty.

The Probl-em of Equipotentialitv. The focus for
rejecting the general process theory has been the assumption

of equipotentialíty. AccordingJ-y, the legitimacy of the

assumption of equipotentiality as basic or necessary to
general process t.heory warrants consj_deration.

Seligman (1970), Seligman and Hager (Lgl-2l 0 and

shettreworth (L972) have suggested that the concept. of
equipotentiality is derived from the works of Thorndike,

Pavlov, and skinner. A brief historical survey of the area
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of comparative psychology and of the works of Thorndike,

Pavlov and skinner might be helpful in det.ermining the

accuracy of t.his suggest.ion.

The comparative analysis of behaviour was focused ín

North America at the turn of the century by Thorndike. rn

hís work, Thorndike sought generar l-aws of learning, that
:ls, functionar relationships between stimuri, responses, and

reinforcement.. Thorndike was, however, very caut,ious about

extending his findings beyond the animaÌs with which he

worked (fish, chicks, caLs, dogs, and monkeys). In the

first secti-on of his book, Anímar- Tnterriqence (l-911), he

cautioned his reader about, overstatement of his findings,

Throughout r shalr use the word animar or animals and

the reader may fancy that r took it, for granted t,hat

the assocÍative processes were the same for all- animals

as in these cats and dogs of mine. I claim for my

psycholoçry only that ít is the psychorogy of just these

particular animals. what this warrants about animars

in general may be reft largery to the discretion of t,he

reader. (p. 66)

rt seems clear t,hat rhorndike was being very cautious as to
the generality across animars not only of the functional
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relationshÍps he observed, but arso of the processes that he

assumed t.o underlie them.

rt has also been suggested that rhorndike assumed that
the l-aws of learning that he observed. were generarizable

from one set of event.s to any others. close reading of
Thorndikets work indicates ot.herwise: r'The chíckrs brain is
evidently prepared in a gieneral way to reacL more or Less

appropriatery to certain stimul-i and these react,ions are

among the most, important of its Ínstinct or inherited
functj-ons.¡r (p. 167) Tn a l-ater section Thornd.ike posíted a

law of originar behaviour or raw of instinct, which states,
I'to any situation an animal wil-l apart from learning respond

by virt.ue of the i-nherited nature of its reception,

connection, and action system" (p. 243) " Thus, Thorndíke

clearly indicated that the evolutionary history of a species

constraíned the actions of members of that species.

Moreover, Thorndike suggested that the behaviour of an

organism wourd in any given situation, be governed by

multipte causal determinant,s.

Thorndike rejected the notion of equipot.entiality in
1935 when he proposed the concept of belongingness of events

as a determinant of the speed with which the evenLs coutd be
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associated. According to Thorndike, s belongingness

principal, an association is more easiJ-y learned if the

response belongs to t.he sítuation or if the reinforcer
belongs with the response being strengthened. Thus,

belongingness is simil-ar to seligman and Hager, s (Lg7z)

concept of preparedness. As with preparedness,

belongíngness reflects the evorutionary hístory of the

species and affects the speed of learning" with this
concept, ít is clear that rhorndike did not assert the

equivalency of different classes of stimuli or crasses of
responses in the formation of associations. Thus, the

assumption of equipotentialit.y cannot be at.tributed t.o
Thorndike "

Pavlov has also been saíd to have adhered to the

concept of equÍpotentialíty; however, a comprehensive

reading of his work suggests otherwise. For example, he

stated,

rr. 
" " if the extraneous stimuli are strong or unusualo

t,he formation of a conditioned response will be

diffícult, and in extreme cases impossibJ-e. (pav1ov,

1"927; p" 29',"
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This statement suggests three pert.inent. things: First, that
the rerative intensity of the stimulus will be rerevant to
its capacity to form conditioned responsesr. second., that the
organism's prior experience with a gi_ven stimulus wilr be

pertinent to its associabilit,y,. and third, it notes pavlovr s

general awareness that all stimuli are not equally
associabl_e.

{avlov also observed that the physicar structure of the
effective receptor system for a given condi-tioned stímu.l_us

dictated to some degree its associability,
. . . a limit is set to the fineness or gradation of such

stimuli by the degree of the sensitivity and perfection
of the peripheral receptor organs of the organism

(Pavlov, lg27; p. 3g) .

Furthermore, the differential associability of a gíven

conditioned stimulus was noted, not onry as it. existed
between species by virtue of different physiological
substrates, but al_so within species

of first, importance in this connection is the

individuality of t,he animar, the excit.abilit.y or
inhibitable character of its nervous organizatíon...
(Pavlov, L927; p. l-4)."
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Therefore, although one might suggest that pavlov, s

explanation of differential effectiveness of conditioned

stimuri is not complete or perhaps even accurate, given

current information, one cannot say that he ascribed to the

concept of equipotentiality. As pavlov would suggest:

. . . any agent in nature which acts on any adequate

receptor apparatus of an organism can be made into a

conditíoned stimul-us for that organism. This general

statement., however, needs both amplification and

restriction (Pavlov, t927; p. 3B) 
"

skinner has also been said to be one of the original
proponents of the premise of equipotentiality (serigman &

Hager, L972) . Skinner ad.dressed the concept of
equipotentialÍty on a number of occasions. rn contingencies

of Reinforcement (1969) for example, he states:

"No reputable st.udent of animal behaviour has ever

taken the position that the animal comes to the

laboratory as a virtual tabur-a rasa, t.hat. species

differences are insignificant, and that alr responses

are equally conditionable to al_L stimuli" (p. j_73) 
"

Skinner (1983) also stated that,
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rrbehaviour arising from natural selection is not always

effective in new environment.s. A means of making

slight changes in behaviour during the lifetime of the
indivídual must have had survivar- value, and the
process of operant and respondent conditioning could.

evolve. Along with the process of operant condit.ioning

there must ar-so have evorved a susceptibility to
particular kinds of consequences" (p" 11) .

Again it seems clear that skÍnner was not a proponent of the
premise of equipotentiality.

rf Thorndike, pavlov, and skinner were not the centraL
proponents of the notion of equipotentíalíty, what accounts

for its pervasive acceptance as fundamental to the general
process learning theory? Reading J. B. watsonrs work

indicates that he had an incompret.e knowledge or
understanding of the works of Thorndike and pavlov which may

have led him to his apparent adherence to the premise of
equipotentiality. watson (t924) suggested that ,,so far as

we know (actual experimental evidence is lacking) we can

take any stimulus calling out a standard reaction and

substitute another stimulus for it" (p. 24). He continued:
I'rt is found that we may substitute for food or acid, any
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stimulus at wil-l and get the salivary response, provided we

apply this stimulus simultaneously with the food or acid

stimulus" (p. 30). Regarding Thorndike's work, Watson

stat.ed t.he following:

"They believe t.hat habit formation ís implanted by kind.

fairies. For example Thorndike speaks of pleasure

stamping in the successful movements and displeasure

stamping out the unsuccessful movement. Most of the
psychologists ta1k, too, quite volubly about the

formation of new pathways in the brain, as though there

were tiny servants of the vulcan there who run through

the nervous system with a hammer and chisel digging new

trenches and deepening o1d ones" (p " 206) 
"

This quote clearly demonstrates a strong disregard for
Thorndiket s reinforcement principres and. demonst,rates

watson's berief that learning strengthens already exist.ing
neural- structures. Furthermore, despite a professed

adherence to Pavlov, s work, Watson appears to have

misunderstood it, sínce pavlov suggested the formation of
new pathr¡¡ays in the brain as a resu]-L of rearníng, the very

concept vüatson appeared to ridicure in Thorndíke, s work.

Alt.hough wat.son did recognize the infÌuence of evorutionary
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variables, his emphasis on stimurus substitution no doubt

gave impetus to t.he premise of equipotent.iaì-ity.

Two trends in psychology may have helped maintain the
notion of equipotent.iarity. Firstry, Malone (i.973)

attributed some of the responsibirity for the strong
foothold of the premise of equipotentiality to

"psychologists over the past several decades

(particularry the authors and editors of learning
texts) who have distilled pavl_ov, s contribution to the
notíon of stimulus substitut.ion and skinnerr s to the
Law of Effect. This gross oversimprification was made

for the purpose of setting up and crarífyíng parad.igms

for the general process learning theory" (p. 305).

secondly, Beach (1950) noted that psychorogist.s had by and

large ignored animaL behaviour in the natural environment

and concentrated on laboratory experiments. Furthermore,

psychologist.s went on to study only a few species, of whÍch

the rat was the most common. As a result of this narrow

approach to comparative psychol0gy, Beach suggested that
"psychologists are red to neglect many complex patterns of
responses that. stand in urgent need. of systematic analysis"
(p. 121-) " of these complex patterns he cíted inst.inct or



unlearned behaviour. The possibility of recognizing

species-specific behaviour with such a narro$¡ approach is
obviously decreased.

Whalen (1961) stated that, 10 years after Beach's

(1950) paper, the probrem st.ill existed. rn a review of the

art.icl-es published in t.he Journar of comparative ancl
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Phvsioloqical Psvcholoqv from i.956 to l-959, 55 z of the

animars used in research vrere rats. The restricted use of
rats began to wane in the 1960s (Hodos & campbeIl, 1_969,),

and a greater varÍety of specÍes are currentl-y being

studied.

According to Beach (1950) and Whalen (1961), the

results of t,he trend toward studying a restrict.ed number of
species and responses has been t.o minimize the possible

observatÍon of effects other than associations on behaviour,

Furthermore, the probability of observíng or studying

species-characteristic behaviour or specialized learning
phenomena v\ras minimal. The ef fect of this trend was to give

the appearance of equar associabiriLy of st,imuri and

responses across organisms and, thus, contribute to t.he

assumption of equipot.entiality.
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rt, may be difficult to trace the basis of the adherence

to the assumption of equipotent.iality as a required

assumption of the general process theory of learning,
however, it is clear that there is no regitimate reason for
it to be accepted as such. Although the phenomena said to
evidence constraints on learning do represent, deviations

from both the general body of resul-ts obtained from the

research in learning and from the principres derived, there

is, as yêtr no reason either to presume the existence of
distinct. processes or t.o reject the general process theory

of associative rearning, However, psychorogists mustr âs a
result of t.he consLraint, phenomena, recognize the

imprication of evol-utionary forces on behaviour and

learning. rn an effort. to explain behaviour in the nat.uraL

setting and in the search for generar raws of behaviour,

learning theorists originally chose to study ',arbit.rary"
behaviours in controrled l-aborätory set,tings. Behaviours

defined as arbitrary were those viewed as uninfluenced by

evorutionary forces. rt. would appear that contemporary

psychology has forgotten this oríginal concern and has

attempted to explain behaviour cJ-early known not to be

arbitrary as though it \,vere. rt is curious to not,e the
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surprise of learning t,heorists in observing that the precise

variable (evolutionary forces) for which they sought the
control, has an effect, which prevents them from

generalizing the observed. raws of rearning outside the

laboratory situatíons.

procedures or paradigms that generate learning. These

procedures have resulted in a number of raws of learning and

in the assumpt.íon of a general underlying process of
association. rn using these general laws of learning to
explain behaviour in the natural setting, t.heorists have

overlooked a few important considerations. First, the
paradigms from which t.he generar laws were derj_ved may not

be the onry ones operating to d.et.ermine behaviour in the

LearnÍng theorists have developed a number of

environment. second, the separate paradigms that are known

to generate learning in the raboratory may be interacting to
generate behavÍour in the environment that could not be

explained as a result of an índividual paradigm. Third, the
rearizat.ion that the generar l-aws were derived in laborat,ory

situations that have att.empted to control for evolutionary
forces makes quest,ionabre the rogic of attempting to
greneralize these l-aws to behaviour which may be, in part,



the resurt of adaptation to a given environment. Finalry,
must also be noted that deviation from laws describing
performance need not. imply different underlying processes

association. These are the very considerations that have

focused the theorizing and research in ethology.
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ÇqnstrainLs and Ethol_oqv

Ethologists have long recognized t.hat whíle behavioral

research conducted on arbitrary behaviour (if, indeed, thís
can be done) might serve to underst.and the presumed

underlying process of association, it woul_d not explain aIl
the causal variables in behaviour in the natural environment,

(Hinde, 1-982) . In at,tempting to explain behaviour,

ethologists have developed an approach to the problem which

has a radicarl-y dif ferent perspect.ive. Ethologists study

behaviour that. is presumed to be t.he least influenced by

associative learning. rn effect, they st,udy much of the

behaviour that psychologist.s would suggest is the result, of
specialized l-earning or refl-ect.s constraints on learning.
This deveropment is a naLural consequence for ethology as it
emerged as a science.

ir

of
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As it is currentl-y defined, ethology is the comparat,ive

study of the natural behavi-our of ani-mal species (Thorpe,

1'979) . The accurate and systematic description of aníma1

behaviour began in the 16th and 17th centuríes with,John Ray

in England and Baron von perneau in Germany. However, the

origin of the use of the term et,hology can be traced first
to l-8th century France where it signífied one who acts or

mimics. By the turn of the i-9th century it denoted the

science of ethics. rt was not. until- t.he mid-nineteenth

cent,ury that the current usage of the term was first
introduced, in France, by rsidore st. Hiraire. rn England,

however the term was used untir the mid-1gth century to
signify the science that determÍnes the type of character

produced by the elementary l-aws of the mind as discovered by

psychology. Shortly thereafter it took on the more

convent.ional def inÍtion 
"

The study of ethology spread^ to the European community

as a result of the pubì-ications of the Academie de scíence

during the mid-19th century, and by the 20th century a

stronghord of ethology had developed in Europe und.er the

influence of o. Heinroth, K. Lorenz, K. von Frisch, and N.

Tinbergen. However, as an approach to the study of animal
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behaviour, ethology was not very infruential until the mid-

20th century. The delay in the impact of ethology is often
ascribed to the use of t.he natural-ístíc observation method

of studying the subject. This method was perceived as less

than scientific, and received less t.han enthusiastically
(Thorpe, L919). North America wítnessed. an extended delay

in the rise of ethology that has been ascribed to the strong
foothol-d i-n North America of behavÍourism with its attend.ing

insj-stence on the experimental method and the ímportance of
environmental influences.

The general subject matter of et.hology is not,

dlstinguished from that of other sciences such as

psychology, psychiatry, or sociology. what makes ethotogy

distinctive, is the type of questions that ethology asks

about behaviour (see Hinde, lg82; Thorpe I LgTg) .

Ethologists attempt to account. for a behaviour in terms of
t.he proximate and ultímate causes of that. behaviour (Baker,

1938 as cited by Hailman, L9g2r . proximate causes are

mechanisms that control the immediate occurrence of an

episode of a behaviour and mechanisms t.hat affect. the

development of the abirity to perform the behaviour

(Tinbergen, 1963) . Such mechanisms are activated by stimuli
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that are either internal (in psychology the internarly
generaLed causes would correspond to motivationar processes)

or externar to the individual. Thus, proximate factors
affect the behavíour of individual organisms and must be

studied at the ind.ividuar l-ever. on the ot.her hand,

urtimate causes operate at the revel of the species and must

be studied in populations of organisms rather than Ín the

individual (Hailman I j,gg?) " Ultimate causes are ecol_ogical

and genetic mechanisms and ultimaLe causes reference the
effects of the evorut.ionary processes of naturar sel_ection

(ecological mechanisms) and phylogeny (geneÈic mechanisms)

on behaviour. while the four types of causes are readily
separated IogicaIly, the occurrence of a behavioral_ episode

can invol-ve the interplay of the different causes, and this
poses a formidable chatlenge to the researcher.

The central concern of early ethologists was to study

and explain the rigid patterns of movement found in animals

to be as strikingly simirar within species as they \^¡ere

different between species. These movement patterns, called
fixed-action patt.erns, r^iere thought to be stereotypic in
form, to be as consistent within a species as any

norphological feature, to originate phylogenetically, and to
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be imbedded in the genome (Lorenz, 1981). The features that
dist.inguished the fixed-act.ion patterns from other movement

patterns were their t.axonomic distribution and their
presumed resistance t.o modification. The observation of the

species-specificity of the fixed-action pattern and the

absence of learning in its development was used to j_nvoke

the ultimate cause of phylogenic history or genetic control
of the behaviour.

subsequent. study of fixed-action patterns found them to
occur in specific situations and to be triggered by specific
st.imuri called releasers or sígn stimuli. A releaser was

post.ulated to act on an ínnate rereasing mechanism which

served as a stimulus fil-tering mechanism and ultimately
triggered the performance of a fixed-action pattern.

The fixed-action pattern, as descríbed by Lorenz (i.966)

was presumed to be dríven by an action-specific energy that
accrued across time and was stored within the organism. The

intensity of performance of t.he fixed-action pattern was

perceived t,o be a conjoint function of the amount, of action-
specific energy that had accrued since the last. occurrence

of the fixed-action pattern, and the adequacy of the sign
stimurus. As the progressive accruar. of action-specifíc
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energy occurred, the fixed-action pattern could be released

by progressively less complete sign stirnuli.
Thus, for an individual organism, the ericitation of a

behavioral episode was the conjoínt influence of proxímate

and urtimate causes. The proximate causes $¡ere processes

that lead to t.he encounter with the sign stimulus, and the

action of the sign stimul-us " The ultimate cause would be

the reproductive success in previous generatÍons.

similarry, the behaviours disprayed would be under conjoint
control. The intensÍt.y of t.he behaviour was controlLed. by

proximate factors (i.e., the amount. of action-specific
energy accrued); whereas the form of the behaviour, because

it, was innat.e, Ì^/as controLled by ultimate factors.
Ethology has advanced well beyond Lorenzr s original

analysis of innate behaviour. The original concept.s have

been modified and supplemented by add.itional processes, and

the details of some of the mechanisms have been identified.
Developments in three areas are particularly pertÍnent to
the present studies. The first. was the challenge to the

concept of the fixed-action patterns as stereotypic, rigíd
behaviour in response to a given stimulus. The second

development was the introduction of the concept, of
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directional stimuli, finally, the third pertinent

development was the emergence of t.he importance of the
ecologícar impact t or function of behaviour, as an uLtímate

cause of behaviour. These developments which are outlined
in the paragraphs to foi-low yielded a conceptual framework

which alLowed for the interfacing of associative learning to
ethology.

rn searching for the causal mechanisms of behaviour
(Hinde, 1'982; Thorpe | 1-g7g), ínvestigators attempted to
crarify the rel-ationship bet.ween fixed-actj-on patterns and

rel-easers " For this system to function efficiently two

innate knowledges hrere required. to be on the part. of the

organism, first, the capacity to engage in the fixed-action
pattern, and second the capacity to recognj_ze the releaser
(Hinde | 1982) . Given the apparent rigídity of fj_xed-action

patterns it was presumed that a hierarchicarly organized

physiological substrat.e míght interlay them. such a

physiological substrate was d.iscovered in Tritonia (a sea

slug) . Tritonia respond to the touch of the star fish, one

of its many predators, by a sequence of rhythmic movements

which propel it ahray from its enemy. A single executive

neuron has been isolated which when excited artificialry
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will set in motion the rhythmic movement which constit.utes

the fÍxed-act.ion patt.ern. when inhíbited, this same

executive neuron will inhibit the escape reaction (Dorsett,

Vfillows, e Hoy]e, 1973). Thus, a complex, repetitÍve motor

pattern was confirmed to be triggered by the physiological

status of a single neuron. Although this observation

supported the notion of a genetic basis for fixed-action
patterns, it also might erroneously be viewed as supporting

the presumed rigidity of the form of the behaviour. Tt

should be noted however that the fixed-action pattern has

been found to be much more flexíb]e to proximat.e causes than

originaJ-1y thought (Thorpe I rg7g) . Lorenz (198 j-) asserted

that only a smal-l core of the fixed.-action pattern is indeed

fixed, while the greater portion is flexíble and responsive

to various environmental infl-uences. Tierney (19g6)

indicated that such variabl_es as ínjury, diseases,

malnutriLion, hormonar change, use, and disuse modify the
form, strength, and probabilit.y of fixed-action patterns.

work by ethorogists subsequentry focused on t.he

releaser of the fixed-action pattern. Although animals

appear t.o respond innately to many releasers, it seemed

unreasonable to assume that the genes could encode schema or
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detailed pict.ures of the numerous situations that an

organism might encounter (Lorenz, 1981) . It did, however,

seem possible that the specific neural circuitry requj-red to
receive and filter out various simpler stimuli could be

under genetic control (Gould, 1986,. Lorenz, 1981).

Hailman's (1969) classic experÍment with gulI chicks crearly
demonstrated that these animals d.id not respond to a

situation or schemata as originally thought but rather to
very discrete stimuli.

Hailman (1-969) studied the gaping behaviour of gul1

chicks for food in the presence of an adult,. He observed.

that a disembodied birr uras just as effÍcient at rereasing
gaping behaviour as was the gurl parent. Hailman further
observed that colour was rel-atívely unimportant. rnstead

the orientatíon and specific movement of the birl was

criticaL to rereasing the response. rn effect, a vertical
orientation of the bill accompanied by horizontar movement

at a gÍven rate readily erícited gaping. rt was soon found

t.hat the moving bar receptors in the chick, s eyes respond

exclusively to such stimuli. Thus, Hailmanrs (i-969)

conclusions support the notion of a relativery simple

physiological substrate for rel_easing stimuli.
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ln sunìmary, research on the rerationship between fixed-
actÍon patterns and innate releasers point. to two

concl-usions. First, many fixed-action patterns appear

sensit.ive to proximate causes. second, genetíc encoding for
detecting simple but precise stimuli seem to form the basis

of rel-easíng mechanisms (Hailman, L969; Lorenz, LggL;

Tierney, 1986).

The second development of interest was Lorenzr s (i-gg1)

observation that part of t.he behavioral sequence t.hat could

be elicited by the sign stimulus was more appropriately

viewed as behaviour which increased the probability and

ef f iciency of int.eracting with t.he specif ic goal event.

This type of behaviour was raberled appetitive behaviour,

whereas the behaviour that dealt directly with t,he goal

object was labe11ed consummatory behaviour. Lorenz

suggested that appetitíve behaviour could occur in the

presence of either the sign stimul_i or directionar stirnulí.
The latter r^iere defíned as stimul-i that h,ere a part of the

sit.uation in which the sign stimuli typicalJ-y occurred. The

appetitive behaviours, while broadry considered. a part of
t,he fixed-action pattern, v,¡ere very flexible in t,heir form.

Furthermore, appetitíve behaviours were viewed. as
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preparatory in nature. By this, Lorenz (1981) meant that
the appetitive behaviours prepared the organism for
interaction with the goar object. The concept of the
directÍonaL st.imuli and the distinction between appet,itive

and consummatory behaviour furt.her increased the flexibility
to the previously assumed rigld rer.ationship beLween

refeaser and fixed-action pattern. rt is in the cont.ext. of
the directionar stimuli and the appetitive behaviour that.

Lorenz (1981-) saw the potential interaction of learníng with
innate behaviour, alt.hough he did not eraborate extensively
on the presumed nature of this interaction.

A third concern ín contemporary ethology was to
understand the function of innate behaviour. specifically
ethologist.s sought evi-dence to support their contention that
these behaviorar propensities that were of benefit t.o the
organism vis-a-vis its survival coul-d be transmitted across
generations. rt ís important to recoginize that it is not
the behaviour ,itself that is presumed to be inheríted but
rather t.he physiologicar substrates responsible for it. rt
is equally important to understand that the genetic cont.rol_

of behaviour d.oes not imply that behaviour ís controlled by
one giene and is thus fixed but rather that variations in the



physiological substrates

genetic basis upon which

l_986) .

Given the assumption that a genetic basis existed for
the physiological substrates that control both the fj_xed.-

action pat.terns and the innate releasing mechanisms, the
transmíssion of these patterns or subst,rates must be the
resurt, ât least in part, of natural- selection. However,

natural selection could not be operating at the level of
either t.he genes or the physiorogical substrates controlling
behavÍour but rather at the level_ of the reproductive

fecundíty of the indÍviduar. Thus, innate behaviour is a

necessary intermedíate step between the occurrence of a gene

in one generation and its occurrence in the next.
The function of behaviour in this context addresses the

issue of why an organism engages in a given behaviour, that
is, what the purpose of a given behaviour might be. Asking

why an organism engages in a given behaviour does not imply
that one presumes the organism engages in conscious goal-
directed behaviour with an implicit guíding strat,egy. The

term function¡ âs it, is used here, references solutions to
the biologicar probrems associated with being abre t,o
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relevant to behaviour have a

selection may operate (Dawkins,
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survive and reproduce (Hinde, rg}2) . The capacit.y to
survive and reproduce is critical- to a species, ability to
successfully occupy or adapt to a particurar environment.

This capacity is calted fitness and is reflected in the

number of offspring an organism generates. rnasmuch as a

given behaviour contributes to fitness, that behaviour is
said to have a function. Accordingry, to determine that a

behaviour has a biological function, it is urtimately
necessary to show how that behaviour affects the

reproductive success of an organism (Dawkins, 1gg6) . The

concept of fitness does not require that fit behaviour be

under tight genetic conLrol-. How a behaviour enLers an

organism's behavioral repertoire is not the immediate

concern, only whether the behaviour contributes to
reproductive success. However, íf a given behaviour has

great.er function than some other of its variants, then the
organism disptaying such behaviour will have a greater
fitness. Furthermore, if the behaviour in question has a
genetic basis, iL may by virtue of natural select,ion become

more common in the populat.ion given a consistent
environment. Again, the concept. of funct.ion and nat.uraL

se]ection is not intended to explain what originally caused



a given behaviour to occur or the basis of its genetic

control, but rather to account, in part, for its maintenance

in the species.

fn summary, et.hologists focus on the

behaviour. The contribution of behaviour

success i-s viewed as a central- determinant

causation of the behaviour.
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Learning and Function

Many recent at,tempt,s to account for the adaptive

function of learning have defined learning as a process for
changing behaviour. Johnston (1985) defined learning ',as

the modification or maint.enance of the behavioral

relationship bet.ween an animal- and it.s environment as a
result of experience." (p.6) Similarly, Hailman (19g5)

claimed that learning is "a process mediated by factors
externar to the animal by which its preexistíng behaviour is
permanently altered" (p. 2j) " Finally, Wi1son ( j_gT5)

asserted that learning is "a d.iverse array of peculi_ar

biological ad.aptations,' (p. tZ6) .

function of

to reproductive

of t.he ult,ímate

Defining 1earning as a change

examining the adaptive function of

in behaviour facílítates

learning. If learning is
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a change in behavíour, then it shour_d be sensitíve, as other
behaviours are sensitive, to the action of natural
selection. Thus, learning shoul-d in some fashion, increase
t.he fitness of the species. Moreover, since behavi_ours

within a species can differ in t.heir d.egree of canalization,
changes of different behaviours should also be canalized.
This leads to the expectation of specialized learning
mechanisms for different classes of behaviour (e.g., Rozin,

7976) .

However, as indÍcated at the beginning of this
manuscript, defining learning as a change in behaviour is
not an adequate definítion of the phenomenon. Associative
learning is defined as a change in behaviorar potentiar.
Accordingry, the mechanisms of associative learning do not
necessarily directly affect behaviour. How rearning occurs
(i.e., the mechanisms of learning) and how learning affects
the performance of an organism (i.e., the function of
learning) are separable, orthogonal questions (shettleworth,

1983) . while behaviour that Ís canalized by natural
selection mÍght constrain learníng by precluding or
retarding either its deveropment. or its performance, the
mechanisms that prod.uce learning need not be directly
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affected (Shett.leworth, 1993) . From this perspect.ive, an

understanding of the function of learning will- be determined

by understanding the mechanisms that transcribe associatj-ons

into performance.

The Prefisurínq Hvpothesis. HoIlis OgB2) reinitiated
theorizing about, how associative learning might interact,
with innate behaviour to maximize function and presumabry

fÍtness. Hollis suggested that. the s-s associations formed

during Pavlovian conditioning allowed an org:anism t.o predict
or anticipate the imminent occurrence of a biologÍcalry
significant event (the us), such as the availabilit.y of food.

or the arrivar of a predator. The anticipation of t.he

Ímpending important biological stimulus provided the
organism with the opportunity to prepare to dear with the
upcoming event. The manner in which the organism prepared

for t.he us was identified by the antícipat.ory conditioned
responses (cRs) that developed to the predictive stimulus
(CS) .

The conditioned behaviours courd be any combination of
skeletar and autonomic responses. The cRs cou]d be similar
ín form or topography to the uRs or differ considerably from

the uRs. For Holris (L982) , the critical feature of the cRs
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was t.hat the type of behaviours that occurred would maximize

the orqanism's encounter wÍth the biologically signÍficant
event (i.e., obtaín food or more of t.he food; avoid the
predator). The ability to behave optimally to biologÍcar1y
significant events was asserted. to result in a selective
advantage for the organism relative to organisms that did
not have the abilit.y to acquire predictive relationships.
Thus, Hollis (]-982) was postulating that the functi-on of
learning was to maximize other biological functions through

the acquisition of condit.ioned behavj-ours that. facilit.ate
the performance' of t.he biologÍcal functions. This

postulat.ion about t.he function of pavlovian conditioning
Hollis (1,982) Iabelled t.he pref iguring hypothesis.

Hollis credited pavlov with originating the prefiguring
hypothesis for the conditioning of aut.onomic responses.

However, she erroneously st.ated that pavlov did not extend.

t.his'assumed adapt.ive purpose for conditionÍng to the

conditioning of skeletal responses. rt is true that, pavl_ov

chose to work predominantly with autonomic responses,

however, it is also true t.hat he concept.ualized the adaptive

function of conditioning to be broader than his experimental
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context. The folrowing passage from condÍtioned Reflexes
(1927 ) demonstrat.es this broader scope:

I'The strong carnivorous anÍma} preys on weaker ani-mals,

and these if they waited to defend themselves unt,íl the
teeth of the foe r¡rere in their flesh would speedily be

exterminated. The case takes on a dÍfferent aspect

when the defense reflex is car-red into play by the
sights and sounds of the enemyrs approach. Then, the
prey has a chance to save itself by hidfng or by

f light . " (p. L4)

Parentheticalry, pavlov used the term reflex quíte
differently from contemporary North American usage.

currently, a refrex is viewed as a simple physiological
response that, has a clearly defined afferent and efferent
structure" pavr-ov/s usage is one of the arternative
meanj-ngs that was prevalent. earrier in this century (see

Fearing, 1930) and essentiarly referenced a Descart.ian

mechanistic model- of the nervous system. Thus, when pavlov

references t.he defensive reflex or freedom refrex (which was

invoked to account for a d.ogr s at.tempt to free itserf from
experimental apparatus) he was not. asserting that the
behavÍour was a sherringtonian refrex but rather that the



behaviour would uftimately be accounted. for by the

mechanistic action of the l-aws of neurophysiorogy.

A second quote wirl further clarify pavlov, s posit.ion

on t.he adaptive significance of condit.ioning.
rrrt is essentiar to realize that each of these two

refrexes -the alimentary reflex and the mild defense

refLex to rejectable substances consists of two

distinct components, a moLor and a secretory. First,ly
the animal exhibit.s a reflex activity directed toward

getting hold of the food and eating it orr in the case

of reject.able substances, towards getting rid of them

out of the mouth,. and secondly, in both cases an

immediate secretíon of sariva occurs, in the case of
food, to start the physicar and chemical processes of
digestion and in the case of rejectable substance to
wash them out of the mouth. We confined our
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experiments armost entirely to the secretory component

of the reflex." (p. Ll-)

As t.he quotation clearty shows, pavlov

only aut.onomic responses. Therefore,

conceptualizat.ion of the prefiguring

attributed to pavl_ov.

by no means addressed

t.he earliest

hypothesis must be
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Pavl-ov's view of the adaptive function of conditioning
was not lost on early ethologists. Lorenz (i_9g1) indicated.

that he had previously postulated that the pairing of a

neut,ral stimul-us with a sígn stimul-us would produce the

conditioning of innat.e response mechanisms and the resultant
fixed-action patterns. Eurthermore, Lorenz (19g1) credited
PavLov with advocati-ng an extension of his concept of
conditionÍng to include innate behaviour (pavlov, rg2Bl

"To those refrexes which have rong been subject to
physiological investigation, and which concern chiefly
the activities of separate organs and tÍssues, there
should be added another group of inborn refrexes.
These also take place in the nervous system, and they

are the inevítable reactíon to perfectly definÍte
stÍmuIi. They have to do with the organism as a whore,

and comprise that general behaviour which has been

termed instinct,." (pavlov, Ig7g p.9)

Thus, Pavlov's concept of conditioned reflexes included the

conditioning of what are now cal-red. fixed-action patterns,

Furthermore, pavl-ov recognized t.he functional value of such

conditioning
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The simílarity between the conditioning of refrexes as

presented by Pavlov and the conditioning of innate behaviour

as presented by Lorenz is striking. Conceptually, the

directing stimulus and the conditioned stimulus are

identícat. Both must be paired with a stímurus that
reriably elicits a response (i.e., a sign stimutus and an

uncond.itioned st.imulus, respectively). Furthermore, the

difference between Lorenz, appetitive response and pavlovrs

conditioned response is purety semantic. rn both cases, the

responses resul-t from pairings between a neut,rar stimulus

and one that reriably elicits a response. rn both cases,

the response that develops is preparatory in nature and is
suggested to contribute to the fitness of the organism.

rn summary, Holris's (rgïz) prefiguring hypothesis has

historical rooLs in both learning theory (pavlov) and

ethological theory (Lorenz). By maíntaining the

associative-performance distinct.ion and viewing assocíative

learning as a supplement that facil-itates biologícaJ-

functioníng, Holl-is has reintroduced a potent.ially powerful

explanatory tool to t.he study of animar behaviour.
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Hollis (1984) investigated the prefiguring hypothesís

by attempting to conditíon to a red light (the CS) the

species-specific aggressive responses of blue gouramis

(Trichosaster trichopterus) which can be elÍcíted by the
sight of a conspecific. Holl-is postulated that if
aggressive responses become conditioned, t.hen a gourami that
reacted to the cs would be more successful in defense of its
territory against the Íntrusion of a conspecific who did not

have the ad.vantage of such conditioning. Greater success in
territoriar defense was presumed to resurt in great,er

fitness because, for male gouramis, mai_nt.ainíng a territory
is necessary for reproductive success. rf such a resul_t

were obtained, then associat.ive learning would be shown to
contribute to the bíolog'ical function of territorial
defense.

Hol1is (1984) found that, relative to contror groups,

gouramis that received pairings of the red right and

present.ation of t.he conspecific deveroped a frontal display
(defined as the unfolding and spreading of the dorsal,
ventral, and caudal fins (fin erection) in the

characteristic face-to-face posture) to the CS. Because

only the subjects receiving t.he pairings demonstrated a
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frontal display, Hollis concl-uded that pavlovian or

classical (she used the terms ínterchangeably) conditioning
had been successful and had yierded s-s associations.

Moreover, because frontal displalz is one of the earlíest
behaviours in the aggressive sequence of gouramís, Hortis
concluded that aggressive behaviours had. been cond.it,ioned to
the cs. Therefore, the resul-ts were viewed as support for
the prefiguring hypot.hesis. Fina11y, in a test. that
occurred following conditioning, Horlis observed that
gouramis that, received t.he cs were more aggressive than

control subjects when a confrontation with a male

conspecific occurred. This observation was int,erpret,ed as

demonstrating that the conditioned fish $¡ere superior at
territorial defense and therefore the fit.ter organisms.

Thus the adaptiveness of the prefiguring hypot.hesis (Ho11ís,

1982) was confirmed.

The validit.y of Holl_is, s (1994) supporting

dêmonstration of the prefiguring hypothesis rests on

accept.ing three assertions. First., that the procedure used

for conditioning is controlled predominantly by s-s
associati-ons. second, that the measures of aggression

refl-ect effective territorial defense and third that
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territorial defense can serve as a currency to determíne

fitness. rn the paragraphs to follow, it will be argued

that none of these assertion are supported by the procedures

that Hollis used. More appropriate procedures will be

outlined and these wil-l form the basis for the proposed.

experiments.

Pavl-ovian condítioninq. The prefíguring hypothesis

asserts that. the formation of cRs is the exclusive result of
s-s associative mechanisms. However, the paradigm that
Hollis employed is directly analogous to autoshaping, and

therefore, both s-s and R-s associations could be operating

to contror the conditíoned frontal disprays (Eldridge &

Pear, 1987). Hollisrs (1984) experimental procedures are

not amenabre to identifying the type of associative
processes operating in the situation. The source of thís
discrepancy between methodology and interpret.ation may

perhaps be found in Hol-l-is, s interchangeable use of t.he

t.erms classical conditioning and pavlovian conditioning.
Procedurarly, the two condit.ioning paradigms differ

subt.lety (Gormezano & Kehoe I tg7s) and t.he importance of the
dist,inction is not always recognized (e. g " , Hearst , 1-g7 gl .

Yet the dífferences have profound implications for the



possible mechanisms that control the conditioned behavíour

that is observed.

ïn order to be carled a classical conditioning paradigm

an experÍmental procedure must meet the following criteria
(Gormezano & Kehoe , i-97Sl: a) a stimulus (the conditioned

stimulus or CS) that does not initially elicit a response

from the system to be conditioned must be serected, b) a

stimulus (the unconditioned stimulus or us) which reríably
elicits the response systems to be conditioned (the

unconditioned responses or uR) must be found, and c) the two

stimuri must be repeatedly paired. As werl as meetj-ng these

crit,eria, the experimenter must ensure that the following
two requirements are met. First, the delivery of the cs and

us must be independent of the behaviour of the organísm

being conditioned. That. is, no response by the organism

must be required to receive the stimul-i, nor can any

response or l-ack of response modulat.e their delivery.
second, to index the occurrence of classicar conditioning,
the response t.hat serves as an index of conditioning must be

serected from within the effector modalit.y of responses

elicited by the uncondit.ioned stimulus. These rast t.wo

requirements ensure that in classical conditioning, the
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condítioned response (CR) is not the result of R-S

associations (CoIeman, I97S; Coleman & Gormezano, l"g7g) "

On the other hand, the procedures for pavlovian

conditioning do not include the two cororlary criteria from

classical condítioning. As a result, in pavlovian

conditíoning, the experimenter prog:rams both the parametric

features and the nominal temporar occurrence of the stimuri.
However, the actual receipt of one (usually the US) or both

of the st.imul-i is controlled by the experimental subject.
An example may serve to clarify this poínt. rn aut,oshaping,

the experímenter progirams pairings of key-right and feeder

activation to occur. However, to obt.ain the food, the

organism must advance to the feed.er and. consume it. Thus,

t.he response of advancing to the feeder is forlowed by food

(a reinforcer), and the conditions for creating an R-s

association have been met.

rn Hollists (1982, LgB4) procedures, the gouramis

servj-ng as experiment.al- subjects cont,rol_Ied t.heir exposure

to the conspecific us. Therefore, HoJ_lis, s procedures were

Pavlovian conditioning procedures, but. not as the t.erm is
used interchangeably with cl-assicar conditioning. The

Pavlovian conditioning procedure emptoyted by Hollis has
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the potential for conditioning responses based on t.he

formation of both S-S and R-S associations.

Gíven that the paradigm Hollis (199a) empJ-oyed. was

PavlovÍan, there is a concern about the contribution of t.he

R-s associations to the control of the conditioned front.al-

display responses. This concern is particularly valid in
light of substant.ial evidence indicatíng that. operant

contingenci-es readily control species-specific behaviours.

That the presence of a conspecific is a positive reinforcer
and wirl increase the probability of engaging in specíes-

specífic aggressive or agonistic behaviour has been observed.

in a variety of species, i-ncruding cocks (Thompson, tg64),
mÍce (Tellegen et â1., L969) | rats (porsky, LgTs) , and fish
(Bronstein, L986,. Hogan, 1,967; Holl_is & Overmeier, L982;

sevenster, 1973; Thompson, 1963, Lg66; Thompson & sturm,

196s) .

Because aggressive behaviours are sensitive to their
consequences, it is possible that the behavi_our Hollis
(1984) recorded was primarily under the control of R-s

associations. while this concern does not affect the
adapt.ive consequence of the acquired behaviour, ít does

challenge Holl_is, s (ITBZ) assertion that the learning



mechanism of prefiguring was primarily s-s, and it also
challenges the notion that aggression will result from the
pairings of a signal and a conspecífic.

Given the possibility of R-s associations, it can not

be determined that Hol-rÍs, s (1984) procedures prod.uced

behaviour that was under the control of s-s associations.
The only way to determine that t,he sítuation.was primarily
controlred by s-s associat.i-ons is t.o conduct an omissj_on

st.udy (coleman & Gormezano, 7g1g; sheffield, 1g65) . rn the
omission procedure, if the target response (e.g., frontal
dispray) occurs duríng the cs, then the occurrence of t.he us

is omitted. Therefore, it is not. possibre for the behaviour

to be followed by a positive or a negative reinforcer,
accordingly, if the behaviour increases in frequency during
the CS, the increase must be due primarily to S-S

associations. Experiment 1 of this proposal emproyed an

omission procedure within Horlísrs (19g4) paradigm in order
to identify the primary associat.ive mechanísm.

Holl-ís, s (1984)

test of fitness consísted of a singre encounter between a
signalled conditioned fish and a control subject. Greater
aggression v\¡as displayed by the conditioned gouramis and
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interpreted as enhancing territoriar defense and hence the

fitness of t.he condit.ioned fish. However, there are

problems with the assumptions that increased aggressÍon

during the confticts was related to conditÍonÍng, that
increased aggression particularly as assessed in one

conflict, is an accurate measure of territorial defense, and.

lastry, t.hat territorial defense is an effective currency

for reproduct.ive success.

experimental histories r^/ere placed in conflict therefor, the

greater aggression in the conditioned fish rerative to the

control groups could have been caused by, a) conditioning,
that ís, the pairings of the cs and t.he us, b) by a decrease

in aggression of the rivars due to the control procedures

inhibiting performance as noted by Ho11is (1984) or c) by a

different.iar effect of the pre-exposure regime on the

experimental and cont.rol sub jects.

Hollist s experimental test for fitness is presumed to
be an analogy to the processes that occur during territorial
defense. rn nature, territorial defense invol_ves repeated

encounters or episodes with rival-s (Hinde, Lggz; Loxenz,

1981) " Reproduction will occur, onry if t.he mare is

In terms of aggression, fish with different.
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consistent.ly successful in defending his t,errítory. l,thile

momentary factors could infruence t.he course of any given

episodic encounter, it, ís the repeated success that wirl
lead to breeding. Thus, the experimentar anarogy and the

inferential arguments wourd be enhanced if a cl_oser mimic to
the natural situation were employed. rnstead of basing

statements about fit.ness on a single episodic encounter,

repeated encounters should be employed. rt. is also

questionable as to wether or not the measures of aggression

employed by Hollis (1984) r¡¡ere measures of territorial-
defense. None of the experimentar subject.s in Hollisrs
study actuall-y defended their territ,ories during the

conf l-Íct. sessions. The condit.ioned sub jects reft their
territories and intruded, in full displayn into the rivars
territory. rn effect., no measure of the capacíty to defend

a territ.ory was determined., rather an unusual aggressiveness

on part of the conditioned fish was observed. charging in
fult display into the terrítory of a nonaggressing

conspecific is not. a behaviour commonry found ín d.ominant

males, Miller (1964) notes that dominant fish rarely react
t'o a conspecific, even one intruding into its territory, by

engaging immediatety in any agonistic behavi-our. This



aggressiveness is arso unusual because in the natural
settíng, during critical reproductive activities, successful

territorial defense is defined by the male keeping intruders
away but and not by leaving the nesting site unattended lest
it be destroyed or the frie eaten by predators. The
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aggressive behaviour disprayed by the conditioned subjects
may not represent effective defense but unusual aggressíve

behaviour.

Finally, the notion that aggressive behaviour

represents a currency that can measure reproduct.ive success

is also questionable.

nesting sÍte may be the basis for reproductive success, it
does not foll-ow that fairing to defend a particular site due

to a challenge by a dominant conspecific decreases

reproductive capacity.

species Ievel, leaving a site and living to reproduce

less desired site and perhaps with a less desired mat.e

contrj-butes to reproductíve success.

I¡ühile the capacity to defend a

like1y in sit.uations where there is an abundance of adequate

nesting sit.es and adequate mat.es. rf this argument, stands,

it fol-lows that. not all gouramis will att.empt to engage in
conflict, rather they would respond to a cue signalring an

It is equally possible that,

This is particularly

at, the

ina
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íntruder by preparing to undertake in the mosL viabre

response as determined by their own history. Recall_ t.hat a

test of fitness is intended to ídentify the ultimate cause

of the behaviours being observed. Because of the

difficulties in directly measuring fitness (i.e.,
different.ial- reproduct.ive success), a gain in fitness is
usually an inference based on a plausible logical argument,

(Dawkins, 1986) . In Hollis, s test of fitness, what is
measured is the relative degree of int.raspecific aggression.

Aggressiveness ís translated into a fÍtness statement

through the following assumptions: First, inLraspecific
aggression is assumed to be a necessary component of
successful territorial- defense; and second., maintaining a
given territory is assumed to be a necessary component, of
reproductive behaviour for the mal-e gourami. rf the

varidity of the logical network is accepted, then it fol_l-ows

that. intraspecific aggression in the male gouramì- is a

necessary component. of reproductive success. Accordingly,
processes that differentially j_ncrease aggression ín the
male will differentially increase that male's reproduct.ive

success (that is increase it.s fitness relatíve to its
competitors) . Thus, the contror- of aggressión by the



purported s-s associations would increase the fitness of the

individuals who developed the associations relative to those

that do not.

The probl-em with the above argument is t.hat it is
incomplete. To comprete the argument it is necessary to add

the effects tha'L. are expected over subsequent generations

(1.e., look at the expected effects of natural selection).
rf fitness is increased by increases in intraspecific

aggression, then the more aggressive males wil-l produce more

offspring than the less aggressive males. Accordingly,

other things being equal, the mean level- of aggression ín

the succeedíng generatíons should be increased over the mean

level for the current, generati-on. Repeating this process

over many generations, should produce a very aggressive

species ! That is, the prefiguring hypothesis predicts an

unbounded, feedforward loop for the increase in
int.raspecific aggression.
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Several theorists (e.9., Dawkins, 1986; Maynard-Smith e

Price, 1973) have asserted that predictions like those

generat.ed by the prefiguring hypothesis produce nonviable

evolutionary outcomes. At some point in time, the increase

in physica] damage and deaths t.hat. result from the
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aggressive interacti-ons wil-l exceed. the reprod.uctive gains

and the species wirl go into decl-Íne. A more viable
evorutionary strategy is to maintain a baranced ]eveI of
aggression within t.he species. Two evolutionary

developments t.hat coul-d furfil t.his strategy are as fol-lows.

First, a species courd maintain a composition of individ.uars
who vary in their l_evel of aggressiveness (see Dawkins,

1986). second, the aggressiveness of an individual could
vary as a function of the context in which the individual
needed to be aggressive (Dawkins, :-g86; Lorenz, 1gg1; Mayr,

1942) . Lastly, a mixture of the two strat.egies would also
be possible.

A reanal-ysis of Holtis, s prefíguring hypothesis

sugigests that neither of the viabre evolutionary strategíes
can be generated from it. rf a species is maintaining a

dístribution of various levels of aggression across

individuals, then for that species, reproductive success can

nbt be sorely determined by the level of the aggressiveness

of the individuat. Accordingly, the fact, that
aggressiveness can be condit.ioned woul-d not necessarily
affect the fitness of the species. Hol_ris's prefiguring
hypothesis is somewhat more successful- with the second
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viable strategy. Because conditioning is stimulus specific,
differences in conditioning hístories in different context.s

would yield different levels of conditioned aggression in
t.hose dif ferent context,s " To the extent that the

conditioned aggression would. contribute to the overall
aggressiveness of the individual, and conditioning would

assist in maintaining different levels of aggression ín

dif f erent contexts f or t.he ind.ividual.

However, a clear expectation from the second viable
evolutionary strategy is that the level of aggression for an

individuar can vary on repeated exposures to various

situations and various conspecifics. Under these

conditions, the prefiguring hypothesis can only predict an

increase in conditioned aggressi-on over the repeated.

exposures. Thís increase would occur because the s-s

association can only increase with increased number of cs

(cont.ext) - US (the conspecific) pairings (The S-S

association can be weakened through ext.inction and other

inhibitory procedures. However, such procedures require

that. the us not be present. This requirement is not met in
the scenario proposed by the evol-ut.ionary theorists) .

Because the prefiguring hypothesis cannot yield. a decrease
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in subsequent aggression as a result. of an encounter with a

conspecific, the hypothesis can not provide a complete

account of the second viabl-e evolutionary st,rategy.

The fail-ure of the prefiguring hypothesis is a result
of the inadequacy of the s-s associative mechanism that
Hollis proposed. However, it is possible to generate an

alternative associative mechanÍsm t.hat would yield the

expectations of the second evorutionary strategy. Horris
has asserted that the associative mechanisms involved in
prefiguring resulL from pavtovian conditioning. Havíng

defined the Pavlovían condítíoning procedure as resurtj_ng in
the format.ion of only s-s associations Hollis has restricted.
her theorizing to onry one of the t.wo associative processes

that occur during pavlovian conditioning.

As previously indicated, pavlovian conditioning yields
both s-s and R-s associations. I,ühile t.he conditioned

behaviour may be predominantly under S-s control,
consideration of both associative processes and their
interactions is necessary to provide a furl account of the

conditioned behaviour. For example, in Holl-isrs (1g84)

conditioning phase, the presenLation of the male conspecific
has the potential to act both as a an eliciting stimurus or
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us and a reinforcer. Therefore, t.he conditioned aggressive

behaviour can be both primed by the cs and reinforced by its
consequence. fn an actual confrontation, the S_S

association would be st.rengthened (ir it was. preasymptotic)
by the pairing. The R-s association for aggressive

behaviour be would be strengt.hened if the fish was

successful in the confrontation. However, the punishing
effect. of an unsuccessful confront.ation woul-d suppress the
R-s association for aqgressive responding. Thus, the net
aggression controlled by cond.itioning could increase or
decrease as a resurt of the ouLcome of a confrontation with
a given conspecific. rt is al-so possÍble that an avoidance

response consist.ing of wit.hdrawal_ from t.he site could be

conditioned.

This al-ternative proposar-, which r wilr- carr the
Pavl-ovian prefiguring hypot.hesis in order to dist.inguísh it
from Holris's hypothesis, wourd resurt in a popuJ-at.ion that
would not respond aggressively 1n alt situat,ions. Arr
subjects wourd benefit, from the predictive capacity afforded.
by the s-s associations but responding either aggressively
or not' wourd depend on the subjects reínforcement hístory.
The Pavlovian prefiguring hypothesis would therefor resurt
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ín subjects that aggress if they have a high probability of

success and therefor generate offspring perhaps Ín preferred

nest sites with preferred females while those subject,s with

a history of less successful- conflicts would wíthdraw to

less preferred nest.ing sites and take less preferred.

females, however, they would survive to contribute to the

species and maj-ntain the natural variation we observe"

ïn summaryr ârr anarysis of Hollis's (rgg4) evÍdence for
the prefiguring hypot.hesís suggests that there is inadequate

support for both t.he proximate (associative mechanism) and

ultimate (test for fitness) causes for t,he behavíour that
d.evelops in the situation. The research beíng proposed will
address both of the inadequacies. Experiment 1 will attempt

to identify the proximate cause through the use of the

omission paradi-gm. Experirnent 2 wirl address the ult,imat,e

cause by providing a superior test for fitness that will
have repeated confront,ations" rn addition, Experiment, z will
provide an opportunity to determine the ]evel of aggressive

responding in a larger sample of gouramis and. the

relat,ionship between conditioning and territ,orial d.efense.



The purpose of Experiment. l_ was to d.etermine if S-S

associatíons contríbute to the conditioning of the frontal
dispJ-ay in maLe bl-ue gouramis. rn an ef fort to accomplish

this task, subjects were randomly divided ínto three groups.

subjects Ín the first group were present.ed with light-rivaI
pairings. subjects in the second group were given omíssion

training, in which the light was followed by rival
presentation only on trials where the subjects did. not

produce or display the targeted agonistic behaviours.

Final1y, subjects in t.he third group, carred a yoked group

hrere matched to subjects of the second. group for the

seguence of paired and cs alone trÍals. The purpose of the

yoking procedure was to parcel out the partial reinforcement

effect produced by the omission schedule ín the second

group.
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Experiment. L

condítioníng parameters were ser-ected on the basis of
previous reports of successful conditioning of a variety of
fish. Previous effect.ive css have incl-uded red and green

lights, eíther diffuse (Horlis, Martin, cadieux & colbert,
1984) or discrete (Zerbolio & wickst,ra, 1990). white and
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blue lights have also been used as CSs (Squier, \969;

Zerbolio, 1981), as have a variety of tones (Zuckerman &

Blough, L974). The durat.ions of CSs t,hat support

conditioning range from 20O-msecs (Zerbolio & Wickstra,

l-980) through 15 to 2O-secs (Hollis et â1., 1984 and

Bott,jer, Scobie & Wallace, L971 respectively). Mild shock

has arso been used as a cs, however, this procedure created

some problems because the response to shock interfered with

the performance of t.he CRs (Adler & Hogan, 1963) " Based on

these considerations the present study used a LS-sec red

light as the CS. The US, was a presentation of a male

conspecific which has been found to elicit a number of

agonistic behaviours, including frontar dispray and approach

(Ho1lis, 1984;:HoLlis et âf, Ig84; Hol1is et âf, L9B5) " As

in the Hollis studies, the US durat.ion was 15 seconds.

Subiect s

The subjects were 36 adult mal_e blue gouramis

(lrichoqaster trichopterus,) selected from the stock of a

Method



local supplier. The fish selected were consistent

size and fin depth.

Apparatus

The apparatus consisted of three experimental tanks

measuring 64 cm in length x 29 cm in widt.h x 30 cm in

height. The tanks were maintained at 27 d.egrees celsius

with a 12 hr light-12 hr dark it-t-umination schedule. The

tanks were firtered by means of an undergravel filtering

system requiring a 3-cm gravel base. Figure 1 presents a

diagram of the stimulus panel (upper panel) and the tank

(lower paner). Each tank was divided into three separate

areas by removable partitions painted black with Cabot, s

F1exib1e Protective Paint (#3230) . The removable partitions
prevented visual contact between t.he fish" The outer ríght

and left areas of t.he tank r^¡ere experimental- chambers of

equal dimensions (2r cm in length x zg cm in width x 30 cm

in height) and were labelled chambers A and B respect.ively.

chambers A and B each housed a subject whire the centre area

which measured 11 cm in rength x 29 cm in wid.th x 30 cm in
height was reserved for the removable stimul-us paner. The

stimulus panel (Figure L, upper panel) consisted of a
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Figure L. The upper panel shows the stimulus pane1, which
was moved between tanks during conditíoning. As
can be seen two light which protrude from the
face of the panel can serve as CSs. The lower
paneJ- of this figure shows the divisÍon of a tank
into three separaLe areas. Areas A and B served
as experimental chambers and housed subjects
while the cenLre area conLained the stimulus
panel during condit.ioning sessi_ons.
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submersible glass box measuring 11 cm in length x 29 cm in
width x 21 cm in height" The 29 cm x 27 cm sides of the

panel had a 12 cm x L2 cm aperture in the centre which

resuLted in the creation of a tunner between chambers A and

B. The apertures were covered by doors which coul_d, be

raised or lowered independently by a pulley system connected.

to motors located in an adjoining room. The opening or

closing of the doors took L sec. The ínterior of the

stimulus paner hras constructed such t.hat a conspecific coul_d.

be housed vrithin the tunnel behÍnd the doors in a wire mesh

cage measuring 12 cm x 12 cm x 11 cm. openíng the doors on

either side of the paneJ- permitted visual contact between

the conspecific and the subject. but did not. permit intrusion
into subject's chamber. when t.he wire mesh was removed the

conspecific us could access the subject, s territory when the

appropriate door was raised.

Each side of the stimulus panel had a red. and green

light bulb Qav) protruding 3 cm int.o the tank. The red

bulb was on the left. side and t,he green on the right, side of
the panel. Both lights v\iere locat.ed 6 cm from the top and

4"5 cm from the edge.



The timing

Coul-bourne

room.

sessions were recorded by an RCA video camera (Model

cKCo2l-) and recorder (Model vI,p 95oHF), and simultaneously

viewed on a Panasonic colour television monitor (Model- pc-

20L1-3) . The camera was mounted on a movable stand t.hat was

positioned such that the Lens was perpendicular to, and 25

cm from the centre of the front side of the experimentaL

chamber. Markers on the floor ensured appropriate and.

of

sol

the lights and the doors was cont.rolled by a

id st,ate l.ogic system l-ocated. in an adjoining
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consistent placement of the camera across experimental t.anks

and days. An L1-88 mm video zoom l_ens hras used. to record

all sessions. The video recorder and the monitor were

located Ín an adjoining room, so as to minimize any possible

disruption of the sessions by the presence of the

experimenter in the experj_ment.al room.

A l-S-sec presentation of the red 1ight served as a
conditioned stimulus (CS) and a 15-sec presentation of a

mare conspecific served as the unconditioned stimulus (us).

The mare gouramis that served as uSs were not used for any

other purpose during the study. The same conspecific was

used as a us across days for one experimental subject only.
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All gouramis that served as uss were kept in individual
tanks between sessions.

Ten minutes prior to the onset of each session the

tankmate of the subject being conditioned was removed and

placed in a small receptacte filled with wat.er from the home

tank. The stimulus panel was then rowered into the centre

area of the tank. Approximately 5 minutes prior to the

first trial, Lhe conspecific was praced in t.he stimurus

panel. The appropriat.e part.ition was taken out to present,

t.he stimulus panel to the sub ject at session onset.

Eighteen subjects v'rere randomly assigned to one of
three groups" The group consisted of a paired group (p), an

omission group (0) u and an yoked group (y) . The subjects

were placed in their appropriate chambers 5 days before the

experiment began, this time period was more than sufficient,
to permit the estabrishment of individuar t,errítories (Frey

and Miller, 1968). The remainÍng 18 fish served as uss and

I^rere individually housed between sessions.

Procedure
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on the sixth day after their arrival, the acquisition
phase consÍsting of 15 daily sessions was implemented. on

each day subjects in the paired group (Group p) v,rere

presented with 10 trials separated by a mean interval of l-0

minutes rangì-ng from 8 t.o l-2 minutes. Each trial consisted

of a forward pairing of the red Iight, cs, followed by the

rival presentat.ion us. The interstimurus intervaL was 10

seconds resulting in a 5 second overlap of the cs and us.

The subjects in the omission group (Group O) b/ere given

presentat.ions of the cs on the same schedule as in Group p.

The us was presented when none of the behaviours targeted

f or conditioning occurred d.uring t.he interstimulus interval.
on trials where one of the agonistic behaviour occurred

during the interstimulus intervar, the cs was not, forlowed

by a us. sub jects in the yoked group (Group y) $¡ere matched.

to subjects in Group o and presented with precisely the same

sequence of stimuli as their matched subjects of Group o.

Given the restricted number of experimental chambers

t,he study was run in three successive replications of 6

subjects. Each replication contained two members from each

of the three experimental groups. A restríction on the
randomization of subjects to chamber was the requirement.
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that in each replicatíon one subject from each group was

placed in an tLt chamber, and one in a t9t chamber. Across

replicatíons, the order in which the subjects were given

conditioning was count,erbalanced t.o equate for time of days

across groups. since there were experimental_ subjects in
each of the adjacent chambers of each tank, all subjects in
chambers A were presented with the daily session forrowed by

all subjects in chambers B. This precruded any subject,s

being run within one hour after the subject in the adjacent

chamber. This precaution was taken in order to minimíze the
possible disruption of conditioning by earlier activities in
the adjacent chamber.

Response Specífications

During acquisition the foLl-owing responses monitored:

1) frontal display, 2) approach, 3) biting and 4)

tailbeating" Frontal display was defined as a spreading of

t.he dorsal, ventral, and caudal fins. A space wit,hin 10 cm

of the stimurus paner was defined as the approach area.

Approach was defined as having occurred when the subject

entered. the approach area such that the íts head was in thís
area to or past its gill covers (opercula). Biting was



defined as cont.acting the CS light fixture, the door

conspecific with an open mouth, following an abrupt

lunge. Finally tailbeating was defined as a side to
undulation of the body.

Agonistic behaviour was monitored during the following
three i-nt.erval-s: a) a l-O-sec pre-cs intervar, b) the L0-sec

CS-US ínterval and c) during the 15-sec US interval. The

end of the us present.ation defined the end of the trial.
This monitoring procedure yietd.ed measures of baseline

responding (Pre-cs intervaì-), conditioned responding (cs-us

interval), and unconditioned responding (us interval) for
each response monítored"

Pavlovian conditioníng in

For the frontal dÍsplay and the approach responses, the

mean per cent dairy respondingi across triars and subjects

r^ras calculated. The mean duration of responding on each

trial was also calculated for each session. Fínarly the

mean latency of the first response on each trial, and the

frequency of responding on each trial hras also carcul-ated

for alr three time intervars. For biting and t.ailbeatíng

the same measures of respondíng were taken save for the

duration of responding.

gouramis
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Measures of interobserver reriability were comput.ed on

a triaL by trial basis for each subject on three of t.he j.s

daily sessions " rnterobserver reliabil-íty was determined

for the occurrence of frontal display and approach

responding in each group" The frequencies of biting and

tailbeating responses were Lo low to compute valid measures

of interobserver reliability. An index of int.erobserver

reriability was determined by taking the total number of
joint agreement of occurrence of the response and d.ividÍng

it by the total number of joint agreements plus

disagreements (Barlow, Hayes, and, Nelson, j-984). The mean

reliabil-ity coefficients for Groups p, o, and y were Br-.8,

95.3, and 90.8 respectively. Table L present.s the

int.erobserver reriability coefficients for frontal dispray

and approach responding across each group and for each of

the three time intervals during which responding was

monitored. The interobserver reliability coefficients were

high and indicated that the dat,a col-rected were relíable and

accurate



Table 1 Interobserver relíabilit.y co-efficients for
frontal display and approach responding d.uring t.he
Pre-CS, CS-US, and US intervals for the paired,
Omission and Yoked groups.

Pavlovian conditioning in gouramís
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Paired Group

Frontal- display

Approach

Omission Group

Frontal display

Approach

Pre-CS

s0

CS-US

94

96

Yoked Group

Frontal display

Approach

US

76

Pre-CS

88

87

100

CS-US

BB

100

Pre-CS

US

100

8B

100

cs-us

96

B2

8r.

US

93

89

100



The responses monitored during Experiment 1- were,

frontal dísp]ay, approach, biting and tailbeatíng. For

frontal display and approach the measures taken were: per

cent responding during each session, the mean duration of
responding during each session, the latency to the first
response on each trial, and finally, the frequency of

responding on each t.ria1. For biting and t.ailbeating the

measures of responding were ídentical to those monitored for
fronLar dispray and approach save for measures of duration.

Prior to discussing the results it is important to note

that the level of conditioning in Group o determíned the

degree to which both Group o and y came into cont.act with

the omission contingency. conditioning in Group o was such

that the omission contingency r^¡as effectÍve on 10 per cent

of the trials across subjects and. days.

The data from Experiment. l- were analyzed as follows.

Responding during t.he pre-cs, t.he cs-us and the us int,erval

was analyzed bet,ween group by means of repeated measures

mixed effect analysis of variance (ANOVA) and orthogonal

components for trend analysis, forlowed by a priori tests of

Pavlovian conditioníng in gouramis

87

Results
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significance using t-tests. subsequence to these anarysis,

correlations and analysis of covariance (ANcovA) were

undertaken for a number of responses. ANovAs and ANcovAs

$¡ere conducted usíng t.he BMDp statistical software package

(Dixon, L985) . withín group results were then analyzed

between intervals by means of dependent. t-tests.
statíst.icar analysis were not applied t.o t.he latency or

frequency of responding on triaj- because arl- subjects did
not respond on al-l triars. These measures were reported for
their descriptive value.

for the frontal- display, approach, biting and tairbeat.ing

responses ín turn. For each response, the results for
responding during the pre-cs interval- wirl be presented,

foll"owed by the results for responding during the cs-us

intervaÌ and finally, the results for respondíng during the

us interval. Between group analysis will be presented

followed by within group analysis of responding.

The results will be presented

Frontal Displav

Per cent Respondínq. The mean per cent.s for frontal
display responding during the pre-cs, the cs-us and the us

intervals are contained in the upper left hand matrix of



Table 2.

during any
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differences appeared to exist between groups

Ehe three time intervals. As can be observed,

the mean per cent frontal dispray responding for atL groups

r^¡as l-east duríng the pre-cs interval- and greatest during the

US interval.

The mean per cents for frontal display responding as a

funct,ion of days during the pre-cs, the cs-us and the us

intervals for Groups P, o, yt are depicted in the upper,

middLe and lower panels respectively of Figure 2" An ANovA

applied to t.he dairy mean frontar dispray responding during

the Pre-cs intervar for Groups p, o, and y confirmed that no

signif icant (p> 0 . 05 ) group (F (2 , L5) =t .94) , days (F

(14,210¡=6.46, or days by group interaction (F

(28r210¡=1.3t, existed. Thus the baseline levels of frontal
display responding were equal between groups and were stable
over the course of the experiment.

Figure 2t (middle panel) depicts the mean front,al

dispray responding for Groups p,o, and y, during the cs-us

interval. As can be observed responding increased over days

with Group P responding at. a slightty higher level than the

ot.her groups " A mixed ef fect ANovA however, indicat,ed that
there was no significant group effect (F (Z,].S)=1.23) or

No

of
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Table 2 ' Frontal d{splay responding in t,he paired (p) a omlssion
(O) ¡ and Yoked (Y) groups (G) during the pre-CS, the
CS-US, and US intervals (f).

t

Per Cent Respondl.ng

G
T

P

Pre-CS

o

4.2

Y

3.3

cs-us

FronÈal DLsplav

5.6

r.9. 0

L0.2

13.0

us

Onset Latency (seconds)

32.4

tg

48 .4

I

32.0

P

Pre-CS

Response Duratíon (secondsl

o

5.5

Y

G
I

6.4

cs-us

P

Pre-CS

5.6

4.8

o

5.4

1.5

Y

us

4"7

1.0

CS.US

5.4

1..7

7"8

2.7

6. r.

2.4

US

2.6

4.2

Freguency per TrJ.aI

L'

5.1

T

4,7

P

Pre-CS

o

1.0

Y

1.0

cs-us

1,0

1"1

1..0

us

x.1

1.1

1.0

1.0
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Figure 2. Mean per cent frontal display responding as afunction of days for Groups p I O, and y, during
the Pre-CS, the CS-US and the US intervals
(upper, middle, and l_ower panels respectively) .
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group x days interaction (F (28t210¡:g.99). A significant
days effect (F' ,]-4,210¡=5.4t, p<0.01), which was comprised

of a significant linear component for trend (E (1r 15) =

10.51, p,< 0.00), confirmed the íncrease in responding over

days 
"

To determine whether frontal díspray responding during

the cs-us interval exceeded that. of the pre-cs int.erval, a

mean score for each subject duríng each of the time

intervals in question was calculated by averagj-ng across

days. Dependent t-tests were then applied to the means.

The results indicated that. a significant difference in
performance between the pre-cS and the cs-us interval
existed in Group p, (t=5. 90, df=10, p< O,0 j_) , Group O,

(E=4.87t df=10r p,< 0.01-), and. Group y (t=3.38¡ df=10r p<

0.01)). For each group responding during the cs-us intervaL
was signifícantly higher than duri-ng the pre-cs intervar.
: The mean per cent frontar display responding during the

us interval can be seen in the upper l-eft hand matrix of
Table 2, and does not appear to differ between groups. The

lower panel of Figure 2 shows the mean per cent frontal-

display responding d.uring the us int.erval as a functíon of
days " No differences appear to exist between groups
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arthough respondíng íncreased over days. An ANovA applied

to the daÍty mean per cent front.ar dispray respondíng during

the us interval for Groups p, o, and y reveared neither
signif icant (p>0.05) group (8, (2,1"5) =1.19) nor a days by

group interaction (F (28t210¡:9.59) . However, t.he ANOVA

did confirm the presence of a days effect (F (14,2L0)=6.17r

P,<0.1) which was comprised of a significant rinear component

for trend (r' (1,1-5):13.30, p<0.1) indicating an increase in
unconditioned responding across days.

Frontal display responding during the us interval for
each of the three groups appeared to be substantÍally
greater than the per cent responding during the cs-us

interval-. Depend.ent t-tests applied to t.he performance

during the us and the cs-us interval wÍthin each group

confirmed the presence of a significant, differences in
performance for Group p, (t=S.1_?, df:10, p,< 0.01) , Group O,

(t=9.00r df=l-0r p.< 0.01) and Group y, (L:6.7It df=l0r p<

0.0r_)"

Figure 3 presents the

responding for indivídual

Pre-CS, the CS-US and the

suggested that the lack of

mean per cent frontal dÍsplay

subject.s in all groups during the

US íntervals. The Figure

group difference in frontal
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Figure 3. Mean per cent frontal display responding as afunction of days during the pre-cs, the cs-us andus intervals for individuar subjects in Groups p,
Ot and Y.
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display responding during the cs-us int.erval may have been a

function of the substantial variability in individual levels
of responding. The differences include widespread

variability in responding during the us period. The latter
observat,ion suggest.s that the USrs were not equally

effect,ive. Because condÍtioning depends on the re1íability
of the uR given the presentation of the us (see Gormezano

and Kehoe, 1-975), the variability in responding during the

CS-US interval might be due to the differential

effectiveness of the us. To explore this possibirity a

correlation (N=270) was conducted bet.ween frontar display

respondíng during the cs-us interval and the us interval,
across each of the three groups. A significant relationship
of 0 . 57 (p<0 . 01) Ì¡¡as found between these variables. Because

differential effect.iveness of the US appeared to be

effecting responding in the cs-us int.erval, the responding

during this period was reanarysed using an .A,NCovA with the

us interval responding servíng as the covariate. The ANCovA

revealed the presence of a significant group (F (2t1,4)=5.08,

p<0.05) , and days effect (f' 0,4,209¡ =1.9n, pSQ.05) , as well
as a significant group x days interaction (F (zgt209)=1.un,

p< 0.05) . A Newman-Keuls Multiple Range Test was applied to
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the adjusted means of all three groups for frontal dísplay

responding during the CS-US interval. At p= 0.05 the

Newman-Keuls analysis revealed that a significant d.ifference

exist,ed between the responding in the paired and omission

groups. No other significant differences were found.
ì

Figure 4 presents the mean per cent frontal display

responding during the cs-us interval as a function of d.ays

and adjusted for the level- of frontal display responding

during the us interval. As can be observed Group p showed

more responding across days than eit.her Groups O, or y,

which do not appear to díffer. These results suggest that
the Ievels of unconditioned frontal display responding

differ signíficantry between subjects and must be t.aken into
account when studying conditioned front.al display

responding.

Duration. The mean duration of frontal display across

days for each group during the pre-cs, the cs-us and the us

intervars can be seen in the upper right matrix of Table z"

Group differences in the mean duration of frontal display

responding appear to be absent in alr three time intervals.
rt may also be observed that the duration of frontal
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Figure 4. Mean per cent, frontal display respond.ing in
Groups, P, O, and Y, during the CS-US interval,
across days and adjusted for levels of responding
duríng the US interval.
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responding for all three group appears t,o increase between

the Pre-CS, the CS-US and the US intervals.

A repeated measures ANovA applied to the daíly mean

durati-on of frontal display during the pre-cs interval for
Groups P, o, and Y confirmed that there was no signifícant.
group (F (2,L5l:1,.72), days (F' (t4,210¡=g"5n, or days x

group interaction (F (28,210¡=1.14). Thus the duration of
frontar dispray during t.he pre-cs interval did not differ
between groups and appeared. to be stable over the course of
the experiment.

similarly, a repeated measures ANovA applied to the

mean duration of frontar dísplay responding during the cs-us

interval confirmed that no significant group effect (F

(2,1"5) =0.11) or group x days interaction was present (E,

128'210¡=9.66). However, the ANovA did reveal the existence

of a days ef fect, (F (1"4,210¡=1.7t, p:0. OSZ) | composed of a

l-ínear trend (F (1, l-5):5.01_, p<0.05) . These result.s

indicate that t,he duration of frontal display respondíng

during the cs-us interval did not differ between groups but
increased over days.

The data in the upper right hand mat.rix of Tabl-e z

suggest.s that the duration of frontal display during t.he cs-
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us interval increased relative to responding d.uring the pre-

cs interval for all groups. Dependent t-test.s comparing

the durat.íon of frontal display responding in the cs-us

intervar to that, during the pre-cs interval determíned that
significant differences existed for Group p, (t=4.42, df=l0r
p<0.01), Group O, (t=5.99, df=10r p< 0.01) and Group y

(l=2"61, df=10, p<0.05). The results indicate that the

duration of frontar display responding during the cs-us

interval- was greater than during t.he pre-cs inLerval for arl
groups.

The duration of frontar display responding d.uring the

us interva] does not appear to differ between groups. The

apprication of an ANovA to t.he mean duration of frontal
display for Group P, o, and y during the us interval reveal_ed

that no significant group effect (F (2tLS)=0.39r p>=0.0S) or

group x days interact.ion existed (F (Zg t210)=9.55, p>0.05) .

The ANovA did however confirm the presence of a significant
days effect (F (L4t210¡=4.1r, p<0,01), which was comprised

of a significant l-inear component for trend (F (i.rl-5)=10.5gr

p<0.01-). Thus, the duration of responding during the us

interval did not differ between groups but increased over

the course of the experiment f or ar-r- three groups.
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ft may be observed from the data in the upper right
hand matrix of Tabre 2 that. the duration of frontal_ d.isptay

for each group during the us j-ntervar appears to be greater

than during the cs-us interval-, however, a direct comparison

between the us interval and the cs-us interval cannot. be

made because the duration of the us intervar was l_S-secs

while that, of the cs-us int.erval- was onry L0-secs. rn order

to compare the two intervals, the duration of responding

during the US intervaL must be multiplied by "66. The

resulting means for the d.uration of frontal display duríng

the us interval are 2"7'l secs. for Group po 3.39 secs for
Group O and 2.83 secs for Group y. Given the

transformation, the mean duration of responding duríng the

us int.erval does not appear to differ from the d.uration of
responding during t.he cs-us int.ervar for any of the groups.

Dependent t-tests comparing the duration of frontal display
responding during the cs-us intervar and the us interval for
all three groups confirmed that, there was no signifícant
dif ferent for either Group p (t=0.45, d.f=10 p>0.01) r or

Group Y, (t=1-.07¿ df=l_0r p>0.01) . However, a significant,ly
greater duration of responding vras observed during the us



interval relative to the cs-us interval- for Group o (t=3.41-,

df=l0r p<0.01) .

latency to first. response on each trial and the frequency of
responding on each triar during the pre-cs, the cs-us and

the us intervals for Group p, o, and y can be seen Ín the

rower left and right matrices, respectively, of Tabl-e z. As

can be seen neither the latency nor the frequency of
responding appears t.o differ between groups nor to change

within groups across the pre-cs, cs-us or us intervals. The

data incrude only tríals during which subjects responded as

opposed to a group mean. Given that many subjects responded

on very few trials, it was not possibl-e to conducted a

meaningful statistical- anarysis on these data. These

descriptive data are presented because they have not been

reported to date.

The principle observations for the frontal display
response were t.hat both the per cent and the duration of
responding vüere greater during the cs-us than d.uring Lhe

Pre-cs intervar and. that, both increased over traíning duríng
the cs-us period. rn addit.ion, when respond.ing d.urÍng the
cs-us period was adjusted for differential effect.iveness of

Pavlovían conditioning in gouramis
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l. The mean
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Group P showed a significantty greater per cent

disptay relative to Group O, with Group y falling

the two.

the USs,

frontal

between

Approach Respondinq

As noted earlier approach was defined as the intrusion

of the subject into the area 10 cm forward of the stímulus

panel. Approach was said to have occurred when the subjects

had entered the area up t.o its gill covers or opercula.

Per Cent Respondinq. The mean per cent approach

responding during the Pre-cs, the cs-us and. the us intervals
for Groups P, O, and Y can be seen in the upper l_eft matrix

of Table 3. As can be observed no differences appear to
exist bet.ween groups during t.he pre-CS, CS-US or the US

interval-s. The per cent approach responding for each groups

was lowest during the Pre-cs intervaL and greatest during

the US interval" Figure 5 depicts the mean per cent

approach responding as a funct.ion of days for group pr O,

änd Y, during the Pre-CS, the CS-US and. the US intervals
(upper, middle and lower panels respectively).

A repeated measures ANovA applied to the dairy mean per

cent approach responding during the pre-CS interval
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Table 3. Approach responding in t,he paired (p), omissíon(O), and Yoked (y) groups (G) during the pre-CS,
the CS-US, and US lntervals (I).

Per Cent Respondlng

L'
I

P

Pre-CS

o

23.2

Y

20. L

CS-US

29.0

Approach

30.s

24.L

US

33. 6

Onset Latency (seconds)

45 .5

ft

60 ,7

I

40.5

P

Pre-CS

Reeponse Duration (seconds)

o

4.8

G

Y

T

{.9

cs-us

P

Pre-CS

4.8

4.8

o

5.0

2.1

ï

us

4.8

3.7

cs-us

5.2

4.5

5.9

3.7

3.7

5"0

us

41.. 6

5.6

Frequency per Trial

G

7.5

T

6"0

ET

Pre-CS

o

1"0

Y

1.0

cs-us

1.1

1.0

1..0

us

L.1

1.0

1.0

I .1.
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Figure 5. Mean per cent. approach responding as a function
of days for Groups p, O, and y during the pre-CS,
CS-US, and US intervaj_s (upper, middle and 1ower
panels respectively).
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confirmed that no significant group (f (2,J.5) =j..13) or days

x group interaction existed (F (28,210¡=6.87). The ANOVA

identified the existence of a days effect (F (L4,2r0)=2.65,
p< 0.01) which was comprised of a significant rinear
component for trends (F (1, l-S) =9.58, p<0.01) . These

resurts indicate that although there was no group

differences in approach responding, baserine responding

increased in al1 groups over days.

For the mean per cent, approach d.uring the cs-us

interval for Groups pt o, and y, Figure 5 suggests that no

significant differences between groups exists although there
does appear to be an increase in responding across days. A

repeated measures ANovA confirmed that no significant group

effect (F (2'1'5)=o-64¡, or group x days interaction existed
(F (28,210¡=9.59)- The ANovA did however confirm t,he

presences of a significant days effect (g (14,210)= 6.1_5,

p<0.0) comprised. of a rinear component for trends (F

(1, 15) =35.93, p<0.0) . Once again, although no group

differences were found it was observed t^hat the mean per

cent approach respondÍng increased over days.

Dependent t-t.ests between approach responding during
the cs-us int.erval and the pre-cs interval for each group
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were conducted in order to determi-ne if signifícant
differences existed. No significant difference existed. for
Group P, (t=2.80, df=10, p>0.01), Group o, (t=1.55¡ df=10r

P>0.01), or for Group y, (t=2.54, df=L0r p>0.01).

As noted above, and as depicted in Figure 5, the mean

per cent approach during the us interval does not appear to
differ between groups. A repeated measures ANovA applied
to the per cent approach responding between groups during
the us intervar confirmed that no significant group effect
(F (2,rs)=0.97, p)0.05), or days x group interaction existed
( r (28,210¡=9.69, p>0.05). The ANovA did however eonfirm

the existence of a days (n ç_4 | 2L0) =12 ., t , p<0 . 01) ef f ect.

comprised of a significant l-ínear component for trends (F

(1,1-5)= 35.13, p<0.0j.) 
"

' As can be observed in the upper left. hand matrix of
Tabl-e 3, the mean per cent approach responding appears to be

greater during the us interval than during the cs-us

interval for each group. Dependent t-tests between

approach responding during the us int.erval and the cs-us
interval confirmed that, there existed a significant.
difference with more responding in the us interval for Group

P' (t=4.81-¡ df=l-0, p< 0.01), and O (t=6.460 df=1Q,p( 0.01-).



For Group Y, no significant difference
responding during the US and the CS-US

df=10¡ p<0.01) ) .

Duration. The mean duration ín the approach area for
Groups P, o, and Y, during the pre-cs, the cs-us and the us

intervars can be seen in t.he upper right matríx of Table 3.

No significant differences for durat.ion in the approach area

appear to exist between groups during the pre-cs, the cs-us

or the us intervars. As can al-so be seen in the table no

differences appear to exíst within groups between the pre-cs

and CS-US interval f or any of t.he three groups.

The repeated measures ANovA, s for the mean duration of
approach across days for the pre-cs, the cs-us, and the us

interval- failed to Ídentify eit.her groups or groups x days

effects. rn addition, the dependent. t-tests comparing pre-

cs and cs-us int.ervar responding for each group faired to
identify significant differences. The only significant
changes observed were increases in duration across days in
t.he CS-US int.erval- (F (I4 ,210 ) = 3 .26, p<0 . 01) and. US

interval (E (L4 ,210 ) :12 . g r, p<0 . 01 ) .

To compare the duration of respondi-ng within groups

between the cs-us and the us intervars, the response

Pavlovían conditioníng in gouramis
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r^ras found in

intervals (t=1.90,
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durations during the uS intervals were multiplied by .66 to
adjust. for the different duration of the intervat. The

means resulting from this transformation for responding

during the us interval- are 3.70 secs for Group p, 4.g5 secs

for Group o, and 4.00 secs for Group y. These means Ì^¡ere

used for the purpose of wit.hin group comparisons.

Dependent t-tests comparing the duration in the approach

area during t.he us and the cs-us intervals confirmed that. no

signifícant difference existed for Group p (t=0.05¡ df=L0r

P>0.0L), or Group Y (t=0.34r df=10r p>0.01), while the

duration of approach during the US Ínterval was

significantly greater than during the cs-us interva] for
Group O (t= 3.32, df= 10, p,< 0.0 j_) .

Latency and Frequencv Durinq Each Trial_ The mean

lat,ency and frequency of approach responding during the pre-

cs , the cs-us and the us int.ervar can be seen in the l-ower

matrices of Table 3. As can be observed there appears to
be little difference in latency or frequency of approach

responding between groups or within groups. As noted

earlier no statistical analysis were conducted on this d.at.a,

t.he latency and frequency measures were t.aken t.o determine

the nature of individual responding.
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fn summary, for both the mean per cent approach

responding and the duration of approach responding no

difference were observed between groups in t,he pre CS, CS-US

or US interval. For the mean per cent approach responding

an j-ncrease across days was observed during the pre-CS, the

ÇS-US,and the US interval.

responding, an increase in response duratj-on was observed

during t.he CS-US and t,he US j-ntervals, while the duration of

respondingi was stable across days during the pre-CS

interval.

Bitino and Tailbeal,ino

The mean percent of trials on which biting and

tailbeating occurred, as well as the mean latency to first

bíte, and frequency of biting and t,ailbeating on each trial

during t,he Pre-CS, the CS-US and t.he US intervals can be

seen in Tables 4 and 5 respectively Tt should be noted

that the means present.ed are the result of lirnited

responding by 1 or 2 subjects and shourd not be construed as

ref lect.ing group performance. By virt.ue of the 1imited

amount of data no st.atisticat anarysis were undertaken.

For the durat.ion of approach
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Tabre 4 ' Blting in t,he paired (p) , omission (o) ¡ and yoked
(Y) groups (G) durfng the pre-CS, the CS-US, and
US intervaJ.s (I) .

Per Cent Respondlng

\J
T

Þ

Pre-CS

o

0.0

Y

0.0 '

cs-us

0.0

BLtinq

0.2

0.0

Fr€guency per TrLal

us

0.0

13. 4

l.'

32.7

r

32.7

P

Pre-CS

o

Onset Lat,ency (secondsl

v

It
T

cs-us

tt

Pre-CS

1..5

o

Y

US

cs-us

1.9

L2.8

1.6

1"3

US

10 .7

8.7

9. r.
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Tabl'e 5. tall'beaÈ1lg^:" the Palreg (P,u ornlssJ.on_(Q), and yoked (y) groups(G) durlnE the pre-cs, the cs-us, and us inËe¡vars (r). ' -

Taflbeatina

Percent, Respondlng Onget Latency (eeeonds)

G
T

P

Pre-CS

o

0.0

r
0.0

cs-us

0.0

0.0

0.0

US

Freguency por Tríal

f\t

0.0

0.8

I

1.9

Þ

Pre-CS

L.2

o

0.0

Y

cs-us

0.0

\t
I

0.0

0.0

o

Pre-CS

0.0

o

US

0.0

Y

3"7

cs-us

2.5

2"7

US

9.2

10 .2

8.3



Two major observations were made ín Experiment 1.

First, the paired group demonstrated higher indices of

conditioning relative to the omission group, which did not.

differ from the yoked group. And second, the rate of both

unconditioned and conditioned. respond.ing was Iow, and highly
variable between subjects. These two observations will- be

discuss in turn in t.he paragraphs that fo1low.

The interpretation of an omission st.udy depends very

much on the qualitative charact.eristics of the us ( see

Macintosh, 1974) . tf the US is a positive reinforcer, then

the response levers in the omission group should be rower

than in the paired group because the response (frontal
display) is never reinforced. on the other hand, if t.he us

is a negatíve reinforcer, t.han the omission group shoul-d

perform at, a hÍgher revel than the paired group because the
omission schedul-e maximizes the reinforcement of the

avoidance response (frontal display). rn both cases, there
should arso be differences bet.ween the omi_ssÍon group and

the yoked group if the response-consequence rerationship is
controrling performance ín the omission group. otherwise,

Pavlovian conditioning ín gouramis
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Discussion
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all differences could be attributed to the d.ifferences in
the percentages of pairings that. occur between the

omission/yoked subjects and t.he paired group.

rntuitively, the presentatíon of a mal-e conspecífic and

the subsequent territorial aggression is an aversive

situation. This intuition suggests that the us is a

negat.ive reinforcer. However, the results are inconsistent

with intuition. The omission group was not superior to the

paíred group. fn fact, it had significantl-y poorer

performance. This observation is consistent wíth the

presentation of the us conspecific acting like a positive
reinforcer" Although performance indices for the omj-ssion

were rower than in the yoked group, the differences were not

significant. Thus, most of the poorer performance of t.he

omÍssion group relatíve to the paired group can be

attributed to the partial reinforcement schedule that the

omission generates. This leads to t.he conctusion that the

major mechanism controlring the deveropment of frontal
display is the relationshíp between the cs and the us (i,e.,
S-S learning) .

However, a caveat is in order. The substantial
variability in unconditioned front.al dísplay responding may
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account for the overall low level-s of conditioned. responding

in all groups. As noted the omission contingency hras only

effective for 10 per cent of the triars thereby mínj-mizÍng

the opportunity for any R-s relat.ionships to develop in the

omission group. Given the minimal conditioning in the

omission group and the subsequent, high percent.age of paÍred

trial, the opportunity for the development of differences

between the omission and yoked groups is minimized.

Therefore the conclusion that. al-l responding in this sLudy

can be accounted for by s-s associations does not mitigate

the imprication of R-s associations. That R-s assocíations

can occur in an omíssion paradigm was d.emonstrated by Murray

(L973) who, with a selected population of aggressive Betta

splendens (i.e., with a high incid.ence of unconditioned

responding) r showed R-s control- of frontar display and a

number of other agonistic responses.

The second observation, that. of high between subject

variability, was not anticipated. given previous findings

with TrÍchogaster trichopterus (Hollis, i.984r. Hollis,
Martin, Cadieux & Colbert, IgB4; Ho}Iis, Cadieux & Colbertr

1989) . Hollists st.udies found t.hat the between subject.
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variability in both conditioned. and unconditioned responding

r^¡as very low.

rn the present study some subjects showed evidence of
strong unconditioned responding (see Fígure 3, subjects p4,

P5, 04, 05, and Y1_), whíIe ot.hers showed evidence of very

modest unconditioned responding (see Figure 3 subjects pl,

P6, o3'Y2 and Y6). For conditioned responding the same

variabilÍty in responding was noted, wit.h some subjects

demonstrating conditioning (see Fígure 3, subjects p4, ps,

Y1 and Y4) while others showed no sign of condíti-onÍng at
aII (P6, 01, 03, y2 and y6) . As Ín the HoIIis stud.ies, a

strong relationship was found bet,ween levels of

unconditioned and condít,ioned frontal dispray. However,

frontal display was neither elicited nor conditioned with

the reliability and stability reported by Hollis.
Although sample size in the present study was

relatively modest., the resul-ts nonetheless suggests that the

ÌeveI of agonistic activity in the general population of
Trichoqaster trichopt.erus is more variabre t.han previously

reported. in the conditioning l-iterature (Ho11is , l9B4;

Hollis et al 1984; & Holris et al- i-999) " The observed

variability ín agonístic responding is consistent. with the
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ethological observations made by Mil1er (1964). Mil-ler
(1964) found that for the most part Trichoqaster

trichopterus are nonaggressive. However, aggressive

interactions were observed during t.he reproductive or

nesting phases, during feedíng, when new fish are introduced

and when two well balanced fish test each other. However,

aggressive interactions were described as being brief and

ephemeral and were followed by very little aggressive

behaviour. rt is clear that ongoing aggression is not the

norm when mal_e Tríchogaster trichopterus come into contact.

Miller (Lg64) observed that nonreproductive fish in groups

of 2 to 11- rarely show any aggressive behaviour.

Mil-Ier (L964) a.Lso points out that many encounters

occurring at the boundaries of two territories may have no

lateral display at all and that boundary encounters were so

varied that none is typical. condit.ioning occurs at the

boundaries of the two territories, and our observations of
Tríchosaster trichopterus' behaviour during conditioning

support.s the observations made by Mirl_er (L964) in as much

as we found tow levels and substantial variability in the
frontal dispray responding both wit.hin and between all
subjects. The observation in the present study of
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subst.antial variability in agonist,ic responding in
Trichoqaster trichopterus, has arso been noted. in other

species that are reput.ed to be very aggiressive, such as the

Þetta splendens, commonry call-ed the siamese fighting fish.
Betta splendens (subfamily Maccropodinae) and Trichoqaster

trichopterus (subfamily Trichogasterinae) are of the family

Belontiidae and sufficiently closety related
phylogenetically to bear comparison. Betta splendens, have

long been recognised, for their aggressive nature, and have

for many years been the subjects of choice for numerous

studies in aggression (Noble, and Borne ]-g4l-; Smith, L937;

Hal1er and Wittenberger, l_9BB) .

However, the notion t.hat, Betta sprendens are fighting
fish is not entirely accurate. some conspecifics of the

specíes were found to be decidedly nonaggressÍve (Bronstein

1981r 1985a; Hogan l_961) . In examining the pat.tern of

behaviour during intraspecific encounters of Betta, Lissman

(rg32) identified three level-s of intensity of interactions.
The first. lever, consisted of approach, colour change, fin

erection and gí1l-cover extension,. the second level included

lat.eraI orientat.ion and undulating movements,. and the t.hird
lever involved t.he exchange of bites. Hogan (i_96i_) using
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Lissman's (1932) leveIs, categorized aggressive Bettas into
three classes based on theír reactions. The first class,

which included the largest number of físh demonst.rated all
three intensity levels. The second class of reaction

included all the behaviours in lever 1 except approach and

finally the last. class exhibited none of the fighting

behaviour described by Lissman (tg37) but rather a blanching

and dropping to the bottorn. Hogan, s description of the

reactions of mare Bettas to a mafe conspecific parall-eIs

that descrj-bed for Trichoqaster trichopterus by Mil1er

(1964).

And finally, Bronstein (1985a), observed a number of

attack behaviours including frontal display, biting, and

tail beating in a study of 27 9 bettas. He noted t.hat t.he

distribut.ion for aggressive behaviours such as frontal
display and biting were bimodal. These observations appear

to cont,radict the research which find bettas to be

aggressive and ideally suited to serve as subjects in
studies of aggression.

A crose observation of the selection procedure for the

subjects in many of t.he studies on aggression with Betta

splendens suggestr on examinat.ion of how subjects were
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selected for inclusion ín the experiment, that the subjects

used were carefully pre-serected for aggressive behaviour

and not randomÌy selected tó reflect levels of aggression in
the generar poputation (Baenninger, 1994; BronsteÍnu j.gBsb,.

Bronstein, L986,. Clayton e Hj-nde, 196g,. Hogan, Ig6.I," Hogan

Kreist & Hutchiflgsr L970,' Murray, 1,973; woodárd cain, Jessen

& FJ-anagan, 1980) . subject,s in a number of studies were

even excluded post hoc for fail-ing to engage in aggressíve

behaviour not, withstanding the fact that. they r¡rere pre-

serected on the basis of their having done so (e.g. Hogan,

Kleist and Hutchíngs, 1970; Murray, 1973) " rn attempting to
st.udy aggressíon in bettas it is required that aggressive

Betta be selected, however the conclusions from these

studies must be restricted. to the popuration sampled, that
is aggressive bettas, and not the entire population of

bettas. rn the present. study, it is possible that t.he

random selection procedure used may accounL, in part, for
the variability in both uncondit.ioned. and conditioned

responding. The random sampring procedure in the present

study resulted in a sample representative of aggression in
the population and not of aggression in aggressive

Trichoqaster trichopterus .



substantial variabil-ity existed between subject.s ín terms of
both the ericitation and acquisitíon of frontal dispray.

simil-ar variability in the agonistic responding of Betta

splendens was noted by Bronstein ( j.995) . Bronstein (l_985)

stated that a continuum of degree of aggressiveness exist,ed

in the popuration of Betta sprendens. rf we accept, that the

similarity in phylogenetic relat.ionshíp between Betta

sprendens and. Trichoqaster trichopterus is sufficient to
alrow for the application of Bronstein, s observatj_ons to
TrichosasLer trichopterus then the observed variability in
Experiment L may result from the variability in
aggressiveness ín the populat.ion of Trichoqaster

trichopterus. rf t,he reliability of frontal display to the
presentation of a conspecifíc is a populatíon variabre, then

it is possÍbl-e that. frontal display, as an index of
aggression is neither a typicar reaction nor related t.o

successful territoriat defense.

rn right of these possibirities, Lhe second experiment

had t.wo purposes. The first was to determine the range of

The resul-ts of Experiment 1 indicated that a

Pavlovian conditioning in gouramis
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conditíonabilit.y of Trichosaster trichopterus wíth a larger
group of subjects than used in Experiment i.. The second

purpose was to determine, using a split half analysis,

whether conditionability was rerated to confrontation

behavÍour and successfur territoriar d^efense (Hollis, rgg4) "

rn order to determine the ability of t,he pairings of a cs

with a us conspecific to yield conditioned frontar display

and approach responding, L6 blue gouramis r¡¡ere presented

with cs-us paírings fotlowing the procedure delineated for
Group P in Experiment 1. rn an att.empt to determine what,

if any, relationship might, exist between levels of

conditioning and measures of territoríal defense, test
confLict sessions were alternated wit.h reconditioning

sessions in a second phase of the experiment. Duríng the

test conflicts the experimentar subjects were presented with

the cs forlowed by the door opening and the us rival having

ful1 access t.o the experimental subject,ts territory. The

reconditioning sessions foltowing the conflíct sessj-ons i^¡ere

used to see if the conflict outcome affected performance to
the CS and US.

According to Hollists (Lgg2, 1,984) prefiguring

hypothesis, successful territoriat defence will be related
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to successful conditioning of aggressive behaviour as

indexed by the cond.itioning of front.ar display. tn order to
test this hypothesis, the performance of t,he eight most

effectively condÍtioned subjects was compared. t.o the

performance of the l-east conditioned fish in terms of

territorial defense measures.

Subiects

The subjects were 32 adult mare gouramis (Trichoqaster

trichopterus) . The fish were consÍstent in body size and

fin depth, and were purchased from a local_ supplier.

Apparatus

Met.hod

The apparat,us was identical to that described in
Experiment t, except that, eight experimental tanks v\rere

employed ín this experiment.



sixteen gouramis were randomly picked as experímental

subjects and placed, one each, in chambers A and B of the

eight experimentar tanks. The remaining gouramis served as

uss and were house individualry unt.it required. The

subject,s r^rere placed. in their appropriate chambers fj-ve days

before the experÍment began in order to permit the

establishment of individual territories.

on the sixth day after their arrival the fÍrst phase of
the two-phase experiment began. phase l- consisÈed of
thirteen daily sessions during which alr subjects were

presented with light-rivaI pairings as in Group p in
Experiment 1. As Ín Experiment. 1-, the tank-mate of the

subject being conditioned was removed during the

condit.ioning session.

Phase 2 consist.ed of three test. conflict sessions

alternating with four reconditioning sessions which were

presented over seven days. The sequence of test conflict
(TC) and reconditioning (RC) sessions r¡¡as as follows: TC,

RC, TC, RC, TC, RC, Rc. subjects received the first test

Pavlovían condítioning in gouramis
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confrict. session on the day following the last day of phase

1 conditioning.

Five minut.es into each test conflict session, the

experimental subject was presented with the cs, followed 10-

sec later by the door opening and the presentation of the us

conspecific. During the confl_ict sessions the US

conspecific was free to intrude into the experimental

subject's territory (the mesh cage in the stimurus panel

having been removed). The us conspecific was permitted.

access to t.he subject's territory for a ten min period at

which point the session was terminated.

Response Specifications

For Phase 1 conditioning and phase 2 reconditioning

sessions, the response specificatíons were identical to
those of Experiment 1 " The dependent variabres coltected

vüere the mean per cent., duraLíon, latency and frequency of
f.rontal- display and approach respondíng. The latency and.

frequency of bitíng and tailbeatÍng were arso collected.
During the test conflict.s the ratency, frequency and.

duration of frontal dispray responding were monit.ored. for
both t.he experimental- subject. and the us conspecific when
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they Ì^rere in the subjectrs territory. Condítioned frontal
display responding was defined as in ExperÍment 1 and was

monitored for during the singre cs-us intervar during each

test conflict session. Unconditioned frontal display was

defined as in Experiment 1 and was measured from us onset.

The total numbers of bites inflicted by both the

experiment.al subject.s and the US conspecifics were also

recorded

since successfur t,erritorial- defense should precrude or

at least minimize, the int.rusive behaviour of the US

conspecific, a number of the us conspecific behaviours v¡ere

monit.ored. These included: ratency of int,rusion, frêquency

of intrusion, duration of first intrusion and total duration

of intrusion. Int.rusion by the US conspecific into the

experimental subjectts territory was d.etermined t.o have

occurred when the us conspecific's head, up t,o its opercula,

had entered the subjectts territ.ory.

ResuIt.s

The resurts from phase 1 conditioning will be present,ed.

first, followed by t.he resurts from phase 2 reconditioning,
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and finally, those from phase 2 test conflict sessions " The

responses monitored during phase 1 conditioning and phase 2

reconditíoning were, frontal dispray, approach, biting and

tairbeat.ing. For frontal display and approach the measures

Èaken r^rere: the mean per cent responding and mean duration
of responding during each sessÍon. For bit.ing and

tail-beating only the mean per cent, responding was measured.

The data for phase l- were anaryzed as f oll_ows, First
the performance for each dependent measure hras analyses

duríng the Pre-cs, cs-us and us intervars by means of
repeat,ed measures of ANovA across days for all L6 subjects
(Group PF) . As noted earrier Group pF vras subdivided int.o

two groups with the eight subjects demonstrating the highest

leveLs of conditioned front.al dispray forming Group p1 and.

the remaining eight subjects forming Group p2. The daily
mean of each response measure hras analyzed between Groups pL

and P2 by means of repeated measures mixed effect analysis

of variance (ANOVA) and orthogonal components for trend
anarysis. A priori tests of sígnificance using t-tests were

conducted to determine if any d.ifferences in performance

existed wit.hin each group between the pre-cs and the cs-us
intervals. The results wí1r be presented for Èhe frontal
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dispray, approach, biting and tailbeating responses in turn.
For each response, t.he data from t.he pre-cs interval will be

presented followed by t.he data from the cs-us and the us

intervals.

Phase 1: Conditioned Respondinq

Phase l- : Frontal Displav.

Per cent Respondinq. The mean per cent frontal dispray

responding for groups PF, pl_ and p2 during the pre-CS, the

cs-us and t.he us interval can be seen in the upper matrix of

Table 6 " The Table shows responding for all groups r^ras

lowest during the Pre-cs j-ntervar and greatest during the us

interval-. with respect to responding in Groups pL and. p2,

it can readily be observed that performance in Group p1- vras

greater t.han in Group P2 during aII intervals.

The upper panel of Figure 6 depicts the mean per cent

frontar díspray responding duríng t.he pre-cs interval as a
function of days for Groups pF, p1, and. p2. Frontar display

responding during Lhe Pre-cs int.ervar for Group pF and the

two subgroups did not change significantly over days. A

repeated measures ANovA bet.ween groups pL and p2 for frontal
display responding during the pre-cs interval faired to
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Table 6 " The mean per cent and duration for frontal dispray
responding (upper and lower mat,rix respectively) ,
across days for Groups p1, p2 and pF during the
Pre-CS, CS-US, and US íntervals.

Frontal Displav

Per Cent Responding

Response Duration (seconds)

ï
tt Pre-CS CS-US US

PF 4.9 t3.7 36.3

P1 7.0 22.5 40. r_

P2 2.9 4.9 32.4

I
Lt Pre-CS CS-US US

PF 1.5 2.0 4.2

P1 1.9 2.7 4.8

P2 1. l_ 1.4 3.6



Figure 6.
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Mean per cent frontal- display responding during
the 13 days of phase 1 condit.ioning, and the 4
days of Phase 2 recondit.ioning, for Groups pF, pj-
and P2, during the pre-CS, CS-US, and USj-ntervals (upper, middle and lower panels
respectively) .
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identify any significant effects. Accordingry, for the mean

per cent frontal display during the pre-CS interval,
responding was stabre over the course of the experíment and

did not differ between groups.

The mean frontal display responding during t.he CS-US

intervar for Groups PF, PL, and p2 is depicted in the cent.re

panel of Eigure 6. As can be observed responding \¡¡as

greatest Ín Group P1, and least in Group p2 with group pF

fall-ing between them. For frontal- d.ispray responding in
Group PF during the cs-uS intervar, an ANovA confirmed t.he

presence of a significant days effect (L (lZ,LB0)=1.9U, p<

0.05). These results Índicate that the frontal dísptay

responding increased over days in Group pF. An ANOVA

beLween Groups PL and p2 identified a significant, group (F
(lt14)=8.51, p( 0.01-), and days effect (r' G2,168¡=2.9t, p<

0.05) ¡ âs well as a d.ays x group interaction (F (L2t1"68)=

2.03 p< 0.05). The ANOVA confirmed that the mean frontal
display responding during the cs-us int,erval was greater in
Group P1 than in Group p2, and that. it diverged from

responding in Group p2 over days. Dependent t,tests between

frontar display responding during the cs-us and the pre-cs

int,ervars confirmed t.hat. there was a signifícant difference
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in performance for Group PF, (t= 7.08, df=30, p< 0.01),

Group Pi., (t= 7.30 , df=1,4, p< 0. 01) , and Group p2 (t=2.94s

df=1-4t p<0.01) ) in these intervals. fn each group,

responding during t.he cs-us interval bras significantly
higher than during the pre-CS responding interval.

The bott.om panel of Figure 6 depicts the mean per cent

frontar display responding during the us interval for Group

PF, P1, and P2. As can be observed, frontal display

respondíng did not appear to differ over days or between

groups during this interval. An ANovA appried to frontaL
display responding in Group pF during this intervaL faired
to find a change over days (f' ç-2,1,g0)= j..50, È, 0.0S). An

ANovA appried to frontal display responding in Groups pl and

P2 during the US interval determined that no group

differences existed. These resul-ts indicate that, responding

during the us interval was stable over days and díd not

differ bet.ween Groups p1 and p2.

Duration. the mean d.uration of frontar display for each

group during the Pre-cs, the cs-us and the us intervars can

be seen in the lower matrix of Tabl_e 6 " As can be observed

the duratÍon of frontal dispray respondíng during the pre-

cs, the cs-us and t.he us íntervals do not appear t.o differ
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among the three groups" similarly, the duration of frontal
responding does not. appear to d.iffer bet.ween the pre-cs and

the CS-US interval in any groups.

A repeated measures ANovA applied to the mean duration

of frontar dispray during the pre-cs interval for Groups pF

confirmed that there was no signifÍcant change over days (F
(t2,LB0)= 0.71-) . A subsequent comparison of Groups p1 and.

P2 identified no signifícant effects. During the cs-us

intervarr rro significant changes r¡iere found over days (F

(12'180¡= 1.40) for Group pF. A repeated measures ANovA

applied to the mean duration of frontal display responding

during the cs-us int.erval for Groups pj- and p2 confirmed

on]-y that Group P1 had a longer duration of frontar display
than Group P2 (8, (1, 14 ) = 1,1".4L, p< 0 . 01) . Dependent t.-tests
that contrasted the duratj-on of responding during the cs-us

and the Pre-cs intervals confirmed. t.hat responding was

significantry higher during t.he cs-us interval in Groups pF

(t= 2.66, df 30 p< 0.05) and p1 (t:3.49¡ df 14, p< O.0l_),

but. not in Group P2 (t= "96, df 14, p > 0.05) .

For the uS interval no change in the mean duration of
front.ar dÍspray responding in Group pF r^rere identífied over

days. An ANovA appried to t.he mean d.uration of frontal
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dispray for Groups P1, and p2 during the us interval found

neither a group effect (E, (I,L4): L.76) nor a days effect (f
(L2t168¡= 0.65). The ANovA did however confirm the presence

of a significant days by group Ínteraction (F (L2t1_68¡:

2.24, p( 0.05), with the mean duration'of frontaL display
for Group P1 increasing over days whíl-e that of Group p2

remained at a low and stable level

In summary, for the mean per cenL and duration of
frontar display, responding was stable across days and d.id

not differ between groups during the pre-cs and. the us

intervals. During the cs-us intervar the mean per cent

responding increased over days. For both t.he mean percent

and the duration of front.al dispray, responding was greater

in Group P1 than p2. Thus sprÍttíng Group pF into two

halves based on the mean per cent frontal display responding

during the cs-us interval yielded statisticarly different
groups.

Phase 1: Approach Respondinq.

Per cent respondinq. The mean percent. approach responding

during the Pre-cs, the cs-us and the us int.ervals for Groups

PF, P1, and P2 can be seen in the upper mat.rix of Table i.
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The mean per cent and duratíon for approach
responding (upper and l-ower matrix respectively) ,across days for Groups pi_, p2 and pF during the
Pre-CS, CS-US, and US intervals.

Approach

Per Cent Responding

Response Duration (seconds)

I
G Pre-CS cs-us US

PF 30.9 43. r_ 72.4

P1 30.? 44 .6 68.7

P2 31_.1 41.6 7 6.1

I
G Pre-CS cs-us US

PF 4.4 4.5 9.1

PL 4.7 ¿, '1 8.7

P2 4-2 4.3 9.4
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As can be observed no differences appear to exist in overall-

responding between groups during the pre-cso cs-us or us

intervals. The per cent approach responding for each

groupr¡/as l-owest during the pre-cs j-nterval and greatest

during the US interval.

Figure 7 depicts the mean per cent approach responding

during the Pre-CS, CS-US and US intervals for Groups pF, pl,

and P2 as a function of days. As can be seen in the upper

panel of Figure 7, responding during t.he pre-CS Ínterval

appears to be stable over days with no apparent differences

between groups. A repeated measures ANovA applied t.o the

mean per cent approach responding duríng the pre-cs interval
for Group PF confirmed t.hat. no significant days effect (F

(L2tl80¡= 1.72) was present. An ANOVA comparing the

responding in Groups P1- and p2 ident.if Íed no dif ferences.

The middle panel of Figure T presents t.he mean per cent

responding for approach during t.he cs-us interval for all-

groups. As can be observed. respond.ing does not appear to
differ between groups but does appear t.o increase over days.

An .ANovA confj-rmed that, performance increased across days ín
group PF (F (12,180¡= 5.08, p( 0"01). A repeated measures

ANovA appried to the mean per cent approach respond.ing ín
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Figure 7 . Mean per cent. approach responding during t.he i.3
days of Phase l_ condit.j-oning, and the 4 days of
Phase 2 reconditíoning, as a function of days,
for Groups pFn p1, and p2 during the pre-CS, CS-
US and US int.ervals (upper, middle and lower
panels respectively).
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Groups P1 and P2 found neither a sígnifícant group, nor a

days by group int.eract.ion.

Dependent t,-tests appried to the mean per cent approach

respondíng during the cs-us intervar and t.he pre-cs interval
in each of Groups PF, P]- and P2, confirmed that significant
differences existed for Group PF, (t= 5.06r df=( 0. 0 j_) ,

Group P1-, (t= 4.57, df= 14, p> 0.01-), and Group p2, (t=

3.72, df =14, p< 0.01) . fn al-I groups, responding was

great.er durÍng the CS-US int.erval than during the pre-CS

interval.

The mean per cent approach responding during the US

interval for all groups can be seen in the lower panel of
Figure 7 | no differences appear to exist bet.ween groups

although responding does appear first to íncrease and then

decrease over days. For Group PF, a repeated measures ANovA

determined t.hat a significant days effect (F (LZrLB0)=

l-1.50, p< 0.01-) comprised of a sígníficant, linear (F, (1,15) =

1-4.38, p( 0.01) , and quadratic (F (1, j_5)= 53. L?, p< 0.0 j_)

component for trends, vùas present. A repeated measures

ANovA arso revealed that, for the mean per cent, approach

during t.he us interval for Groups p1- and p2, no significant
differences exist.ed. These resur-ts indícat.e that, for the
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mean per cent approach, responding was stable during the

Pre-cs Ínterval but íncreased over days to an asymptote and

began to decl-ine during both the cs-us and. us intervals.
For Groups Pl- and P2 no differences ín mean per cent

approach respondíng were observed during any of the

intervals.

Duration. The mean duration in the approach area for Groups

PF, P1, and P2, duríng the pre-CS, the CS-US' and t.he US

intervals can be seen in the lower matri_x of Table 7.

Figure I presents the mean d.uratíon of approach respondíng,

during Phase L, as a function of days for all groups during

the Pre-CS, CS-US and US intervals (upper, middle, and lower

panels respectivery). No differences for duration Ín the

approach area appear to exist between groups during the pre-

CS, the CS-US or the US intervals. As can also be seen in
Table 7, no differences appear to exist within groups

beÈween t.he Pre-cs and cs-us intervar for any of the three

groups.

A repeated measures ANovA appried to the mean durat.ion
:

in the approachiarea during the pre-CS for Group pF

confirmed the presence of a significant days effect (F (

12tL80¡= L.94, p( 0.05), comprised of only a significant
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The mean daily duration (in seconds) of approach
responding during the 13 days of phase 1
conditloning for Groups PF, pi- and p2 during the
Pre-CS, CS-US, and US intervals (upper, middle
and l-ower panels respectively) .
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linear trend (F (1, l-5¡ = 5.51-, p(: 0. 05) . An ANOVA applied

to the mean duratíon in the approach area during the pre-cs

interval for Groups P1 and P2 found neither a group effect,
nor a days x group interaction. These resul-ts suggest. that
for duration of approach, responding increased over days but

did not dif fer between groups during t.he pre-cs int.ervar.

For the CS-US interval, the mean duration in the

approach area increased over days for Group pF, as indícated

by a significant days effect (F (1,2,t80¡= 2"40, p( 0.01) .

The mean duration of approach during the cs-LlS int.ervar for

Group Pl- and P2 was 4"70 sec and 4.25 sec respectively. An

ANOVA applied between Groups Pl and p2, confirmed that no

signif icant group ef fect (F (L,1-4) =0 . 94, p) 0. 0S) exist.ed,

however a significant days x group interaction was observed

(F (]-2tL68¡:2.25, p,( 0.01-) . The combined results indicate

that the mean durat.ion in the approach area during the cs-us

interval increased over days, with Group pL increasing

significantty more than Group p2.

Dependent t-tests comparing the mean duration in the

approach area duringr the Pre-cs and t.he cs-us int,erval

confirmed that no significant difference existed for Group

PF (t= 0.11), Group PL (t: 0.4), or Group p2 (t= 0.17).
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Thus the mean durat,ion of conditioned approach responding

was not greater than the mean duration of baseline approach

responding for any groups.

The mean durat.ion of approach responding d.urÍng the us

interval is depicted ín the lower panel of Figure B. As can

be observed t.he duration of responding does not appear to

differ between groups arthough it does appear to increase

over days. For Group PF, an ANovA confirmed the presence of

a significant days effect (f' (t2,t80¡= 10.60, p< O.0l_). No

other comparisons were significant..

fn summary, t.he mean per cent approach respondj-ng

increased over days for all groups during t.he cs-us interval
and the US interval while the duratíon of responding

increased for atl groups in all three t.ime intervals. The

mean per cent approach responding was greater during the cs-

us interval than during the pre-cs íntervar for aIl groups,

while the duration of approach responding did not differ
between the cs-us and pre-cs interval for any groups. For

the mean per cent and durat.ion of approach responding, no

differences were found between Groups p1- and'p2 during any

t,ime int,erval-.
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Phase l-: Bitinq and Tailbeatinq. Biting and

tailbeating onry occurred during the us interval. The mean

percent of trial-s on which biting occurred duríng the us

interval- was 20.5, L3.2 and 27.8 for Group pF, pi- and p2

respectively. The mean per cent of trials during which

tailbeating occurred. was .!4, .26 and .02 for Group pF, pl-

and P2 respectively. It should be noted that. the means

presented are the result of responding in l- or 2 subjects

and shourd not. be construed as refl-ectíng group performance.

These dat.a were not amenable to st.atistical analysis.

Phase 2: Conditioninq Respondinq

The results from Phase 2 reconditioning !ùere anarysed

f olLowingr the same procedure used f or phase i- d.at.a. The

sole exception r4ras that t-t.ests were not conducted on

performance during the pre-CS and the CS-US.

Phase 2: Recondit.íoning, Frontal Disp1av.

Per cent Respondinq. The mean per cent frontar dispray

responding for groups pF, p1 and p2 during t.he pre-cs, the

cs-us and the us intervars can be seen in the upper matrix

of Tabre 8" with respect to responding in Groups pL and. p2,
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it. can readily be observed that performance in Group p1

appears Lo be greater than in Group p2 during arl intervals.
As can al-so be seen in Table B, responding for al] groups

hras lowest during t.he Pre-cs int.erval and greatest during

the us int.erval. The upper panel of Figure 6 depicts t.he

mean frontar display responding during the pre-cs int.erval

as a function of days for Groups pF, p!, and p2. As can be

observed in Figure 6 and as was confirmed by an ANOVA,

frontal display responding during the pre-cs interval- for
group PF did not. change sígnificantly over days (F (4r60)=

0.90 p= 0"47). An ANOVA between Groups p1- and p2 for
frontar display responding during the pre-cs j-ntervar found

no differences.

The cenLre panel of Figure 6 depicts the mean per cent

frontar display responding during the cs-us intervar for
Groups PF, P1, and P2. For frontal display responding in
Group PF during t.his intervarr ân ANovA found no signifÍcant
days effect (F (4r60)=2.08, p> 0.OS). The mean per cent

frontar dispray responding for Groups pl and p2 vùas zg.j and

7.53 respectivery. An ANovA between Groups pl- and p2

determined the'presence of a significant group effect (F
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Tabre B " The mean per cent and duration for fronta]
display responding (upper and lower matrix
respectively) , across,, days of phase 2
reconditioning, for Groups pl_, p2 and pF during
the Pre-CS, the CS-US, and the US intervals.

Frontal-

Percent Responding

Response Duration (seconds)

I
tJ Pre-CS CS-US US

PF 4-5 18. L 46 .4

P1 6.9 28.7 52 .8

P2 2) 7-5 39.9

I
G Pre-CS CS_US US

PF 1.4 2-4 4.7

P1 2.2 3.3 5.5

P2 0.7 1A 3.8
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(lt1-4)=5.58, p< 0.05), but not a significant days by group

interaction (F (4r56)= 0.80 p> 0.05) "

As can be observed in Figure 6 very littre difference

in responding appears to exist between terminal revels of
responding during Phase 1 conditioning and responding during

Phase 2. rn order to determine if the revels of front.al

dispray responding in Phase 2 reconditíoning in Groups pl-

and P2 differed from the levers of performance achieved

during Phase rt an ANovA was conducted to compare the last
four days of Phase 1 conditioning with t.he four days of
Phase 2 conditj-oning. The result.s from the ANovA indicat.ed

that a signíficant group difference was present. (E (1rl_4)=

5.94, p( 0.05) for Groups p1 and p2, but that no days effect.

(f' (7,98)= 1.L5, p) 0.05) or days by group interaction
existed ( (F (7¡ 99¡ = 1-.36, p) 0.05) " In essence, t.he

performance in Groups Pl and p2 during the cs-us intervar in
Phase !, was unchanged in phase 2 recondit,ioning"

The bottom panel of Figure 6 depict,s the mean per cent

frontar dispray responding during the us interval for Group

PF, Pl, and P2. An ANOVA applied to front.al display

responding in Group PF during the us interval_ confirmed that
responding did not change over d.ays (F (4¡ 60)= 0.6?, Ê.)
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0.5). An ANovA applied to front.al display responding during

the US interval- between Groups p1 and p2 also found no

differences.

Duration. The mean duration of frontal dispray for each

group during the Pre-cs, the cs-us and the us intervars can

be seen in the l-ower matrix of Table B. As can be observed.

the duratíon of frontal dísplay responding d.uring the pre-

cs, the cs-us and the us interval-s is least during the pre-

cs interval and greatest during the us intervar in all three

groups.

A repeat.ed measures ANOVA applied to the daily mean

durat.ion of frontar d.isplay during the pre-cs interval for
Groups PF found no effects. The mean duration of responding

in Groups PL and P2 was 2.L6 sec and 0.68 sec respectively.

An ANovA applÍed to the mean durat,ion of front.ar display in
Groups P1 and P2 during the pre-cs intervar confirmed that
the mean duration of frontar display in Group p1-, vüas ronger

than that in Group p2. No other effects v¡ere found.

For the duration of frontar respondÍng during the cs-us

interval- for Group pF a repeat,ed measures ANovA det,ermined

that no significant days effect existed ( F (4r60)= L.06r p)
0.05) . The duration of frontal dispray d.uring t,he cs-us
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for Groups P1 and P2 was 3.32 sec and 1"4 sec respectively.

A repeated measures ANOVA applied to responding in Groups p1

and P2 confirmed that the mean duration of frontal display

was greater in Group P1 (group effect (F (1,14¡= 8.68, p(

0.01)).

For the duration of frontal_ display responding in Group

PF during the US int.erval an ANOVA revealed t.hat, a

significant increasing effect of days was present (E, (4r60)=

2.58r p( 0.05). An application of an ANOVA to the mean

duration of frontar display for Groups p1, and p2 during the

us interval found no group effects. Thus the increase over

days not.ed in Group PF was not different.íarry due to changes

ín any one subgroup.

In sunmary, for the frontal display response, the mean

per cent and duration of responding d.uring the phase z

reconditioning period was st.able during al1 three intervars

save for the us ínterval when duration increased over days.

The difference observed between Groups p1 and p2 for mean

per cent. and duration of frontal dispray during the cs-us

intervar in Phase 2 reconditioníng reflected the difference

observed in Phase 1- conditioníng and could not be ascribed

to the effect. of the interpolated confrict, sessions.
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Per cent Respondinq. The mean percent approach responding

during the Pre-cs, the cs-us and. t.he us responding Íntervals
for Groups PF, P1, and p2 can be seen in the upper matrix

of Tabre 9. As can be observed no differences appear to
exist in responding bet.ween groups during the pre-cs, the

cs-us or the us inLervals. The per cent approach responding

for each groups was l-owest. during the pre-cs intervar and

great.est during the US interval.

Figure 7 depicts the mean per cent approach responding

during the Pre-cs, cs-us and us intervals, as a functÍon of
days (upper, middle and lower panel respectively). As can

be observed no differences appear to exist between Groups

PF, P1 or P2 during t.he pre-CS, the CS-US or the US

interval-s. Figure 7 does show a systematic change over days

for arr groups during alr three tíme intervals. Mean per

cent approach responding appears to decrease during the pre-

cs interval and to increase duríng the us intervals.
For the Pre-cs interval, a repeated measures ANovA

appried t.o approach responding during the pre-cs interval
for Group pF confirmed a significant decreasing effect of
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The mean per cent and duration of approach
responding (upper and lower matrix respectively),
across days of Phase 2 reconditÍoning, for Group
P1, P2, and PF, during the pre-CS, CS-US, and US
interva]s.

Approach

Per Cent. Responding

Response Durat.ion (seconds)

I
(t Pre-CS CS-US us

PF 30.4 57 .7 86.6

P1 30. r_ 61_.5 88. r_

P2 30 .7 53.8 85 -2

ï
U Pre-CS CS-US US

PF 5.0 5.3 tt.2
P1 5.6 s.6 Lt_.4

?2 ¿q dq ],L.2
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days (F (4t60)= 2.69r p= 0.05) . An ANOVA applied. to the

responding in Groups Pl, and p2 found no effects.
For the mean per cent approach responding during the

cs-us intervalr rro signíficant effect of days was found for
Group PF (r (4r60)= 2"03, p) 0.0s). The repeated measures

ANovA appried t.o the per cent. approach responding in Groups

P]- and P2 also found no ef fects.

The mean per cent approach responding during the US

interval for G'roup PF was det.ermined by ANovA to increase

over days (f (4,56): 5.63, p( 0.01). The ANOVA comparing

Group P1 and P2 ident.ified no group effect.s,

Duration. The mean duration in t.he approach area for Groups

PF, P1, and P2, during the pre-CS, the CS-US, and the US

responding intervals can be seen in the lower matríx of

Table 9 " No significant differences for d.uration in the

approach area appear to exist bet.ween groups during the pre-

CS, the CS-US and the US interval-s. In addition no

dÍfferences appear t.o exist wÍthin groups between the pre-cs

and the CS-US int.ervals "

A repeated. measures ANovA applied to the mean duration

in the approach area during the pre-CS for Group pF

conf irmed that no signif icant. d.ays ef fect (F ( 41 601= 0. gB,
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P> 0"05), was present,. An ANovA applied to the duratíon in
the approach area during the pre-cs intervar for Groups p1

and P2 with means of 5.5T and 4.50 respectively d.etermined.

that the duration of responding in Group p1 was

significantly hígher than that in Group p2 (F (I,1,4¡: 4.6g1

p,< 0.05), but no significant days by group interaction (F

(4,56r= 0.41, p) 0.05) was found.

For the duration in t.he approach area during the cs-us

interval for Group pF, an ANovA revealed that no significant
changes over days (F (4t60)= 0.45, p) 0.0S) occurred.

similarly, an ANovA applíed to Groups pr- and p2, found no

significant group effects.

During the us interval¡ âÍr ANovA appried to the mean

duration in the approach area for Group pF failed to find a

significant days effect (E (4,60)= 1.19, p( 0.05).

Compari.sons of Groups pL and p2, also reveal_ed no

significant effects.

rn summary, the mean per cent approach respondíng did
not differ between groups in any intervals during the

reconditioning, but. there was a change in responding over

days in both the pre-cs and the us. rt, appears that, the

intervening conflíct. sessíons may have had t.he effect. of



decreasing approach during the pre-CS

approach during the US interval_. The

approach responding during the pre-CS

Group PL than in Group p2 but did not.

during the CS-US or the US intervals,

over days in' any of the int.erval_s.

In summary the data from phase

sessions r^Ias not notably different
the Phase l- conditioning sessions.

interpolated. conflict sessions had

conditioning sessions.
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and increasing

mean duration of

ínterval was higher in

differ between groups

and did not. change

2 reconditioning

from the result.s during

This suggests t.hat the

l-imited impact. on t.he

As in
Phase Lt biting occurred. onry during the us interval. The

mean per cent. of trial-s during which biting occurred was

15.0 , 9.15 and 20.85 for Groups pF, p1 and p2 respect.ivery.

rt shourd be not.ed t.hat. the means for biting are the result
of responding in i- or 2 subjects and are not a refrection of
group performance. These data were therefore not amenable

t.o st.atistical anarysís. No tail-beating occurred. at arl-

during any interval_s.

it ioni
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Phase 2: Respondinq Durinq Confl_ict Sessions

For t.he conflict sessions, the measures of agonistic

responding including the J-atency, frequency, and duratíon of

frontar display and the tatency to and frequency of biting
hrere anaryses by means of ANovAS appried across days in
Group PF, and bet.ween Groups P1 and p2. These measures of

agonistic responding v\7ere also taken for t,he us conspecifics

matched to subjects in Groups pl- and p2 and were anaryses by

means of ANOVA as welI.

During the cs presentations in each confrict sessiono

the experimentar subjects gave few conditioned responses.

This observat,ion is similar to what r^ras observed on the

first trial of each conditioning session in phase 1 and 2.

The mean per cent. frontal dispray conditioned responses

occurring on the first trial of the l_ast four days of

conditíoning in Phase L and on the first conditioning triaL
during the four days of phase 2 recondit.ioning were 14"7 and

18"0 respectivery. simirarty the mean per cent responding

on t,he first. trial- for the t.hree conflict sessions was

equally low at 10.4 per cent. Given t.he row l-eveIs of
conditioning during the conflict sessíonsr no analysis of
conditioned responding were undertaken. All measures of
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agonistic responding therefore \^rere taken from us onset "

The means are present.ed in Table 10.

For the lat.ency, frequency, and total duratÍon of

frontar display, as well âsr t.he ratency to bite and number

of bites, ANovAs were conducted in order to determine if any

differences in performance existed between 1) t.he subjects

in Group PF and the US conspecifics, 2) the subjects in
Groups Pl and P2, and 3) the groups of US conspecifics

rnatched t.o the subjects in Group p1_ and p2"

Conflict Sessions: Frontal Disnlav-

Lãtencv of Frontal Dísp1av. A mixed effect ANovA applied to
the mean latency to first frontal display d.uring the

conflict sessions reveared no significant, group effect
between experiment.al subjects and us conspecifics (r' (r,2g)=

3.50, p )0.05), nor \^ras there a significant effect of days

(r (2t561= 2.83, p) 0.05) . The ANOVA did reveal the

presence of a days x group ínteraction between experimental

subjects and the US conspecifics (F (2156) = 3"96r p< 0.05) .

The latency t,o front.ar dispray during arr sessions was

ronger f or the experiment.al- group than t.he us conspecif ics.
However, 'latency decreased over d.ays in the experimental
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íntraterritorial and intrusive responding for
all groups across the three conflict sessions.
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All US
Conspecl fics

Groups

Responses

FRONTAL
DISPLAY

Mean Latency
(st,andard dev. )

Mean Frequency
(standard dev. )

Mean Duratlon
(standard dev. )

BITING

Mean Bltes
(standard dev. )

INTRUSIONS

Lat ency
(standard dev. )

Frequency
(standard dev. )

DURAITON OF

First int.rusLon
(standard dev. )

Total intruslons

87.8
(r{t.21

't .7
(6.1)

140.1
(16e. e)

45.8
164.z',)

8.5
(6.8)

203.5
(196.0)

21. 0
(30. 9)

8.5
(s.3)

156.8
(144.4)

17
(20 .A',)

1"0.1
(s.?)

15.0
121.r't

10.1
(6.8)

226.7
(1 60.2 )

14.9
(19.4)

10.2
(4.1)

t-05.3
(107.?)

404.6
fi.2r_.5 )

66.8
0.02 . r- )

8.1
(6.s)

171.I
(183.0)

18.0
(26.0)

9.2
(6.1)

191.5
(1s2.3)

156.0
l22t.2l
406.0

(146.6)

Experimental
Sub J ect s

P]. P2

US ConspecÍfics
Mat.ched to

P1 P2

Atl
Experimental

SubJect s
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group but not in their conspecifics" For t.he mean latency

to frontar dispray responding in Groups pL and p2r âr'r ANovA

revealed that no slgnificant group effect vùas present,

although a significant decreasing effect of days was found

(n (2,28)= 3.94, p( 0.05) supporting the observation that.

the latency to frontal disptay decreased over d.ays. An

ANovA revealed t.hat the latency to frontal dispray by the us

conspecifícs matched to subjects in Group p1 and p2 neither

differed between groups nor changed over days. Thus, the

results indicate that, the experimental subject.s responded

progressively more quickry over days t.o the sight of the us

conspecifics which, which generally gave a front.al display

first, and showed no change over days.

Frequencv of Frontar Displav. For the frequency of frontal
display, an ANOVA between experímental subject and US

conspecifics found no significant effects. Similar]y, an

ANOVA comparÍng Groups P1 and p2 revealed that no

'significant difference exj-st.ed in mean frequency of frontal
display, nor was there a significant, effect of days.

However, there was a significant days by group interact,ion

with frequency in Group p1- d.ecreasing and the mean frequency

ín Group P2 increasing over days (f. (2,28)= 4.21, p( 0.05).
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An ANovA applied to the performance of the us conspecifics

matched to subjects in Group P1_ and p2 revealed no

significant, differences. Thus, the results indicate that
the frequency of frontal display decreased over days in the

experimentar subject.s that displayed t.he highest. revel-s of

conditioning (Group PL) during phase 1 and 2, while the

opposite was true for the experimental subjects with the

l-ower levels of conditioning. For the us conspecifics no

changes in mean frequency of frontal display were noted.

Total Duration of Frontal Dísplav. For the mean total
I

duration of frontal dispray responding for experimental

subjects and us conspecificsr âfl ANovA reveared t.hat. only

the mean totar duration decreased over days of confrict, (r

(2,56)= 3.41, p( 0.05). For comparisons of Groups p1 and

P2, the ANovA revealed no significant differences. For the

us conspecifics matched to the subjects in Groups pl- and p2,

no significant effect.s involving groups were found.

However, the mean frontal display duration for the US

conspecifics across the three confl-ict, sessions was 2s6 "96

sec., 185.19 secs and 132.38 sec respectively. This

decreasing t.rend produced a significant days effect. (F

(2,2$¡= 3.73, p( 0.05) . The resul-ts indicate that the mean
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duration of frontal display decreased over days. However

the experímental subjects and their us conspecifics did not

differ.

confl-ict sessions: Bitinq. The mean number of bites
infricted on the us conspecifics by the experimental

subject.s during each of the 3 conflict sessions r¡¡ere 3r, zs

and 62, and the mean number of bites inflicted on the

experÍmental subjects by the us conspecifics $ras j | 3, and

10 respectively for each of t.he t.hree sessions. For the

total number of bítes inflicted by the experimentar subjects

compared to the US conspecifics¡ êÍr ANOVA confirmed a

significant group ef fect (F (1,29¡ = 28.03, p( 0.0 j_) , as wel_1

as a sÍgnificant days effect (E, (2,56)= 9"97, p( 0.01) and a

days by group interact,ion (f' (2,56)= 6"78, p( 0.01_) . As can

be deduced from the group means the experimental subjects

infrícted substantially more bites than the us conspecifics

and increases in the frequency of biting were also greater

for the experimental sub ject.s.

For the subject.s ín Groups pi- and p2 no significant
differences were found in t.he number of bites inflicted. on

the us conspecifics during each conflíct session. For the
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us conspecifics matched to the subjects in Groups p1 and p2,

no significant dífferences were found.

The resul-ts indicate that t.he experimental subjects

inflicted substantially more bites than the us conspecifics

intruding on their territ.ory, and that prior revels of
conditioning in Groups p1 and p2 did not. influence the

frequency of bites inflicted on the us conspecifics.

The lat.ency to first bite on each session were noL

amenabre t.o statísticar anarysis since neither alI
experimental subject,s nor all intruders engaged in biting.
Given 1'6 experimental subjects across 3 conflict sessions, a

total of 48 sessíons h¡ere observed, f or the experíment.al

subjects, bites were d.elivered on 43 of 4g sessions wit.h a

mean ratency of 145 secs to the first bite. For the us

conspecifics, bites were delivered on 10 of 4g sessions wit,h

a mean ratency to first bit.e of 278 secs. A greater number

of experiment.ar subjects inflicted bites and did so much

sooner during the sessions than did t,he us conspecifics.

over the three confrict. session the g subjects in Group pL

delivered bites during 21 of 24 sessions with a mean rat.ency

to first bite of L24 secs whire subjects in Group p2

delivered bites on 22 of 24 sessions wit.h a mean latency of
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165 secs. No differences appear to exist between Groups p1_

and P2. For the us conspecifics matched to subjects in
Groups P1 and P2, only 5 subjects derivered bites in each

mat,ched group, with a mean latency of 222 secs and 334 secs

respect.ivery. There appears t.o be litt.re difference in the

number of occasions on which bites were delivered and the

lat.ency to bite in subjects in Groups pL and p2 t ot in t.he

us conspecifics matched to the subjects in Groups p1 and p2.

In summary, there is a clear difference bet,ween

experiment.al subjects and us conspecifics in the number of

subject inflicting bit.es and the tatency to bit,e. The

experiment.al subjects infl-icted substantially more bites and

did so much sooner than the us conspecifics. rn terms of
conditioning history as reflected in Groups p1- and p2, there

appears to be no differences in the number of subjects t.hat

delivered bites or the latency t.o bit.e.

conspecifics. A number of measures of intrusion by the us

conspecifics were arso taken during the confrict, sessions.

ït, was presumed that. t.he differences in levels of

conditioning of the experimentar subjects in Groups pl- and,

P2 could result. in some differences in the intrusive
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behaviour of the us conspecifics. As such ANovAs rÁrere

conducted bet.ween the us conspecifics mat,ched wit.h the

experímental subjects in Groups p1 and p2 " The intrusive
behaviour monitored for in the us conspecifics included; 1)

latency to enter experimental subject, s terrÍtory 2) fre-
quency of intrusion, 3) duration of first intrusion, 4) and

total duration of int.rusion.

The mean latency of first intrusion over the three

confrict sessÍons for rivals matched to subjects in Group p1

and P2, \^¡as l-7.0 and ]-4.g secs respectively" An ANOVA

found no significant. group differences or changes over days.

These results ind.icate that the differences in ]evel of

frontal display conditioning of experimental subjects during

Phase 1 did not impact. on the lat.ency of intrusions by

rÍval-s.

The mean frequency of intrusions of t,he us conspecifics

of subjects in Groups pL and p2 duríng each session was l_0.1

and 10,4 respectivery. Again an ANovA indicat,ed that no

group effect nor days x group interaction was present.

However, t.he ANOVA did confirm the presences of an

increasing days (F (2,28)= 1-7.50, p< 0.01) effect. These

results again indicate that. t.he prior rever of frontar
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display conditioning did not influence t.he experimental

subjects capacity to minímize the frequency of intrusions
into their territories and t.hat the frequency of intrusions

of all US conspecífics increased. over time "

The mean durat.ion of first intrusion for each session,

of us conspecifics matched t,o subject.s in Groups pl- and p2,

was 156.1- and l-05.3 secs respectively. Once more the

repeated measures ANOVA found no effects.

The mean duration of t.otal intrusion for each session

for us conspecifics mat,ched to subjects in Groups p1 and p2

was 406 and 404 secs respectively. An ANOVA found no

significant effects. The results indicate that, t.he

differences in Phase l- frontal dispray conditioning for
subjects in Groups P1 and p2 conferred no greater capacity

for these subjects to timit either the duration of the first
inÈrusion or t,he duration of toLar intrusion into their
territory during the conflict sessions.

In summary, the results indicate that the 1atency,

frequency and duration of intrusions by t.he us conspecifics

were not effected by the prior l-evels of front,ar dÍsplay

conditioning of the experiment.ar subjects that the us

conspecifics battled. Tn essence prior 1evel of
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conditloning in experimental subjects was noL relat.ed. to
success ín minimizing or 1ímiting intrusion of the rivars
into their territ.ory.

Analvsis of Correlations

The last stage of anaJ_ysis in Experiment 2 was a

correrational anarysis. The variables that were correlated

are grouped int.o three categories in order t.o facilitat.e
discussion. The categories r,^rere conditj-oning variables,

agonistic variabres, and. intrusion variabres. The measures

of condítioníng íncluded the mean per cent and duration of

both frontar dispray and approach responding during the cs-

us int,erval in Phase l- and phase 2. The second group of
variables was t.he measures of agonistic behaviour taken for
both t.he experimental subject.s and the us conspecifics

during the conflict sessions. This second group of

agonistic variables incruded t.he ratency, frequency and mean

duration of frontal- dísplay as well as t.he totar number of

bit.es infricted. duríng t.he confrict. sessions by the

experimental subject.s and the us conspecifics. correrations

between the agonistic responding of the experimental

subjects and the us conspecifi-c were obt,ained in order to
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det.ermine if any pat.terns existed between the behaviour of
the experimentar subjects and the us conspecific. The third.
group of variable monitored was the measures of intrusive
behaviour by the us conspecifics. As noted. earlier Íf
conditioning had imparted some capacity to the experiment.al

subjects to maximize their capacíty to defend their
territory vre would expect to see di-fferences in the us

conspecifics intrusions into that territory as a function of
conditioning of the experimental subjects. The third group

of variables monitored includ.ed ratency to first int.rusion,

duration of fírst j-ntrusion, totar duration and. frequency of
intrusions.

The correl-ation matrix is presented in TabÌe i-i.. The

first page of t.he table presents alL the correl-at.ions whíre

the second page presents only those that vrere significant at

either the 0.05 or 0.01- l-evel. The purpose of this analysis

vras four fold: first. to determine the relat,j_onship between

measures of frontar disptay and approach conditioning,

second t.o d"etermine the rerationship bet,ween t,he measures

ofagonist,ic behaviour, third to det.ermine the rel-ationship

bet.ween measures of int.rusion and l-astly to determine the
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Table I I. Correlations between measures of conditioning, intraterritorial conflict and intrusion.
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Table 11. (cont) Correlations between measures of conditioning, intraterritorial conftict and intrusion.

I Frontal dioplay
Per cent reeponding
Phsss 1 cond: me¡n ecroas i3 dayo

2 Frontal dieplay
Duratior¡ of respond¡n g

Phass I cond: moan acrooe f3 da¡le

3 Frontel dieplay
Por cent rospond¡ng
Phasa 2 rscoflditlørlng: moan 8cro8s 4 dayB

a$ Frontal dieplay
Duratlør of reopondlng
Pñse 2 re€onditienlng: mecn acrooe 4 dayo

5 Approach reçonding
Per cent responding
Phas@ f cond: moan acro8s 13 dayr

6 Approach reepmding
Duration of responding
Phe8s I cond: moan acto8s 13 dayo

7 þnoach reeponding
Per conl rosponding
Phûes 2 recoûditioníng: meen acroea 4 daye

I Approach reeponding
Duratiør of reaponding
Phaeo e roconditloning:mean ecroso 4 daya

Lstency of ffqntal diçlay for reoldento

10 Latency of frontal dieplay for rinale

1Í Total duration of frontal diaplayforroeidonte

t2 Tolal du¡ation of frontal d¡splay for rivalo

13 Lstencyto blte for¡oEidenle

14 Tdal numb€r of blto byresldento

15 Total number of bitoe by rivala

16 F equ@ncyof frontal dioptay for r€sident8

f 7 Froquoncyof frontal diçlay for rivalo

18 Let€ncyto firçt lntrudon by rhr8l

f O Du¡otion of fird lnfudon by rhlala

20 TOal duradon of lntruelon by rtvato

21 Frequencyof lntruclon byrlvele
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rerationship between the measures of cond.itioning, measures

of agonistic behaviour and measures of intrusion.
Correlations for Frontal Dísplav and Approach

Respondinq. A number of significant correration were found.

bet.ween measures of conditioned frontal display and approach

responding durÍng Phase i- and the mean per cent frontal
display during nnu". 2. As can be observed in Table LL,

the mean per cent and duration of frontal display and

approach responding: were correlated both within and between

Phase l- and 2. For front.al display and approach

responding, the mean per cent and duration of responding

were correlated bot.h within and between phases. No measures

of front.al display in either phase L or 2, however, were

correlated with approach responding, suggesting that t.hese

two response systems are distinct..

correlatÍons for Frontal_Displav and Bitinq Durinq

confrict sessions. During the intraterrit,oriar conflict a

number of significant, relat.ionships between the various

measures of agonistíc behaviour or territorial defense vlere

obtained. As expect.ed, measures of latency, duration and

frequency of frontar display in the experímental subjects
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were correlated. However this r¡¡as not the case for the us

conspecifics.

The general absence of significant, correlations between

the various measures of conditioned frontal display during

the conflict and biting during t.he conflict r¡rere surprising.
For the experíment.al subjects Lhere was absolutely no

rel-at.ionship bet.ween measures of frontaÌ display during the

intraterritorial confl-ict and biting. Frey and Miller
(1972) noted that the best predÍctor of bout winners was

biting and that frontar display was t.he initial behaviour of
Iosers. In light of Frey and Mil-lerrs (1972), it is not

surprising to discover a lack of relationship between any

measures of frontar display and biting in the experimental

subjects " For the us conspecifics frequency of bÍting was

related only to the durat.ion of frontar díspIay in both the

experiment.al subjects and US conspecifics

The reLationships between the agronistic behaviour of
the two rivals were al-so obtained. rn terms of frontal
display, t.he correrat.ions reveared a sLrong relationship
between t.he latency and duration of frontar dispray but not

frequency of display. rt was also observed that no
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rel-ationship was found between the biting behavíour of the

two rivals.

Correlations for Measures of US Conspecific Tntrusion-

In terms of measures of intrusion, the total durat,íon of

first intrusion correl-ated d.irectry wit.h t.otar duration of

int.rusion (r=0.69, p <0.01) and inversely with the frequency

of intrusion (r= -0.69, p,< 0.01). tt is interesting to note

that the latency to enter the experimental subjectt s

territory was not. relat.ed t.o the durat.ion of intrusj-on.

Correlations for alI Response Measures Between phases-

rn examining between phase correlations, it Ís important to

note t.hat no measures of conditioned frontal display

responding in the experimental subjects \trere related to

measures of agonistic behaviour during the int.raterritorial

conflict. of either the experimental subjects or the US

conspecifics. rn additíon, none of the measures of frontal

dispray conditioning correlated with measures of, Íntrusion

by the US conspecifics. Of the measures of approach

responding, onl-y one was related to a terrítorial defense

measure" The mean per cent approach respondíng during

Phase t, was positively rerated t.o the ratency to bite in

the experimental sub ject.s. rn cont.rast¡ flo measure of
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approach conditioning was relat.ed to any measure of

intrusion by the us conspecifics. These results indicate

that neither t.he conditioning of frontar display or approach

respondíng had a major impact on the agonistic behaviour of

the experiment.ar subjects or t.heir mat.ched us conspecifics

during the intraterrit.orial conflict.s, nor on Lhe j-ntrusive

behaviour of the us conspecifics as measured in this study.

As noted earlier, Frey and. MiIIer (Ig7Z) stat.e that
bitíng is likeIy t.he best predictor of successful

territorial defense. The correratÍon matrix indicates that
conflict biting indices were not correrated with either the

leveIs of prior condit.ioned frontal display or approach

responding or any measures of int.raterritorial conflict..
Furthermore, the levels of conditioned frontal display and

approach responding reached by the experímental subjects was

not relat,ed to t,he t.otal number of bites inflicted on them

by their us conspecifics. Thus conditioning measures failed
to correrate with the best index of territorial defense

(Frey and Miller, L972\ .

The measures of territorial defense did show some

of

behaviour

relationships with measures of intrusion. It was

part.icular concern to determine if any measures of
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in the experimental subjects \^¡ere related to measures of
int.rusion by the us conspecifics. The corre]ation matrix
indicated that, the total- number of bÍtes and duration of
frontal display by the experimental subjects was d.irectly
related to the duratÍon of fÍrst, intrusion by US

conspecifics.

The agonistic behavÍours of the us conspecifics also

correlated with t.heir intrusive behaviour. The latency to
frontal- display was direct.ly related t.o latency of first
intrusion and the frequency of int.rusion or t.he frequency of
exit and reentry. These results indícate that the longer it
took for a us conspecific to give a frontal display the

longer it took for it to intrude and the more it exited and

reentered the experiment.ar chamber. The retationship
between the latency to front.aÌ disptay and the l_atency to
intrusion is not surprising since frontal dísplay could not,

occur before int.rusions. rt may however be readiry
suggested that both measures of latency reflect, to some

ext.ent, aggression.

In summary, the

correlat.ions contain

that neither the mean

result.s from the analysis of

two import.ant f indings. The f irst. is
per cent nor the duration of frontal
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display or approach responding are related in any

significant way to measures of territorial defense or

intrusion. while the mean per cent approach responding

during Phase 1 is rerat.ed to the latency t.o bite in the

experimental subjects duri-ng the conflict sessions, the

relat.ionship is positive and indicat.es that. increases in
conditíoned responding are related to increases in ratency

to bite. The second finding related. to the patterns of
relationshÍps between t,he measures of agonistic respondíng

or territorial defense taken for both experimental subjects

and us conspecifics during the conftict sessions. As

expected measures of frontal- display such as latency,

frequency and duration were retated ín both the experimental

sub jects and uS conspecif ics. The high correlat.ion bet.ween

latency, and duration of frontal dispray in t.he experiment.al

subject.s and the us conspecifics suggests that behaviour of
both the experimental subjects and the us conspecific during
the confricts are to some degree the resurts of an

int,eractive process. The rerationships in the behaviour of
us conspecific arso revearêd some pat.t.erns, for exampre, the
latency and d.uratíon of frontal display in us conspecifics
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was crosely rel-ated to t.he t.otar duration of int.rusion and

the number of bites infrict.ed by the us conspecific.

Discussion

The purpose of Experiment 2 was to answer t.wo quest.ions.

First., is the frontal display response common t.o aLl

Trichogaster trichopterus when presented with a us

conspecific? And second, is there a relationship between

revers of condÍtioned agonistic responding, partícularly
frontal display, and measures of t.erritoriar defense and

int,rusive behaviour?

ïn order to assess t,he degree of varíabifity in
unconditioned and conditioned responding L6 fish were

monitored. rn terms of mean percent unconditioned frontal
dispray and approach respondingi across days, responding

varied substantially. For unconditioned frontal display

the daily means ranged between 1.60 and 70.90 and the

overarr mean was 36 "26 per cent. Eor uncond.itioned approach

the means ranged between 36.90 and 94.1,0 per cent wit.h an

overarr mean of 72.4 per cent. rn t.erms of conditioned.

front.al dÍspray responding the means across days ranged. from
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0"00 to 61.60 per cent with an overall mean 13.70 per cent"

For approach conditioning, the range was from l_6.00 to 6s.20

per cent with an overall mean of 43.10 per cent. These

resul-ts repJ-icate those found in Experiment j-.

Thus, the resulLs of the present. experiment. answer the

first questíon in the negative. Neither unconditioned or

conditioned react.ions occurred relÍably in TrÍchogaster

trichopterus. Instead, subjects demonstrat.ed wide

differences in their reactivity to a male conspecific. The

observation t.hat within this sample, substantiar differences

in reactivity existed is consistent with Mírrerr s (Lg64,)

conclusion of minimal- and sel-ective inLraspecific aggression

in male Trichoqaster trichopterus,
I Three major observations impact, on t.he second question

concerning the rel-ationship bet.ween condit.ioning and

confrict resorution. First, t.he l-eve1s of conditioned

frontal dispray and approach responding were not relat.ed to
measures of agonistic respond.ing during actual conflict
sessíons. rn particurar, no rerat.ionship was found between

conditioned frontar dispray and biting which is the best

predictor of bout outcome (Frey and MiIIer, L}TZ). Second,

the levers of condit.ioning had no impact on the int,rusive
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behaviour of the us conspecifics. And finarry, the level-s

of conditioning of frontal- disptay and approach were not

influenced by the interpolation of intraterrítoríal conflict
sessions. Each of t.hese observations is consistent with the

conclusion that there is no relat.ionship between

condit.íoning and conflict resolution.

The observation t.hat neither conditioned frontal
display or approach responding was related to agonistic

responding during the conflict session present.s some concern

in light. of Hollisrs (1984) results. HolIis (L984) found

that, fish who had, been given pavl-ovian condit.ioning and

acquired a conditioned frontal display response, ent,ered

their rívaI's territory more often and infl-icted more bites
than did t,heir rivals. The present study found t.hat,

subjects that had received pavl-ovian conditioning also

inflict.ed more bites on their rivals. However, both

conditioned subjects that gave few frontal dispray response

ând those that gave frontar dispray responses both infricted
more bites on their rivals than they received. rn ad.d.ition,

there were no differences between the t.wo subgroups. These

results indicate that. no rerationship exists between

conditioned frontal display responding and biting.
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Hol-Iis (1984) measured successful territorial defense

by assessing the lever of aggression that the experimental

subject.s displayed. successful territori-al- defense was

measured by frequency of bit.íng and also by the capacity of

the experimental subjects to intrude into a rivals

terriLory. rn the present st.udy, territ.orial defense was

measured by assessing the capacity of the experimental

subjects to minÍmíze intrusion by the rivals. we therefore

monitored measures of intrusion of the rival in ord.er to

assess the capacity of the experimental subject to defend

its territory. rt was observed t.hat the lever of frontal
display conditioning in the experimentar subjects in groups

Pl- and P2, whire significantly different,, did not resurt in
a difference in the experimental subjectts capacity to rÍrnit
intrusion in their matched rivals. In addition,

correl-ations between level-s of frontal display and measures

of j-ntrusions were nonsignif icant. These resurts d.o not.

support Hollisfs (1984) observations that front.al display

conditioning impacts on successful territ.orial defense.

ït. was also interesting to observe that. no relat.ionship

was found between conditíoning indices during phase z

recondítioning and t.he interpolated conflict sessions. The
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reconditioning essentiarly appears t.o be a continuation of
performance established during phase 1 conditioning. The

absence of any relat.ionship bet.ween boundary behaviour and

intraterrj-torial- behaviour support.s Mil1er, s (L964,) , and

Frey and Miller's (]-972) assertions that boundary behavíour

and intraterritorial behaviour differ with respect to their
cont,rolling variables .
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General- Discussion

Holl-Ís's (I982, L9841 prefiguring hypothesis r^¡as an

attempt. at identifying t.he adaptive significance of

conditioning" The hypothesis has t.wo central assumptions.

First, it was assumed that a CR is the result of S-S

associations formed by repeated presentation of a neutral

event, the CS, and a biologically sígnificant event, the US.

And second, it was assumed that the function or purpose of

the CR was to allow an organism to deal more effectively

with an upcoming biologically significant event and thereby

maximize inclusive fítness.

To t.est the prefiguring hypothesiso Hollis (Ho1lís,

1-984; Hollis et, â1, l-989) r adopted a set of assumpt.íons

concerning both her experimental species, TrÍchogast.er

trichopterus, and how the prefiguring hypothesis would apply

to intraspecific territorial interactions. Her assumptions

were as fol-lows. First, she assumed that a1l male

Trichoqaster trichopterus are territorial and exhibit

intraspecific aggression to a mare conspecífic. second, she

assumed that a mare conspecific courd serve as .a us in t,he

conditioning of intraspecific confl-ict, and that a frontal
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dispray response would index conditioned. intraspecific
aggression. Third, she assumed that levers of conditioned

aggression are related to successfur territ.orial defense.

And, finally, she assumed that successfuL territorial

defense is a "currency" of reproductive gain and hence

inclusive fitness.

In support of the prefiguring hypothesis HoIIis (19g4),

Horlis et al (1984) and Hol-lis et ar (i-999) demonstrated

t,hat arr Trichoqaster trichopterus that had received

pairings of a light cs and. a us conspecific demonstrated

conditioning of a frontal display. In addit,ion, she

demonstrated that conditioned fish upon presentation of the

light cs, were more aggressive and defended t,heir territory
more effectivery t.han their rival-s which had not received

the light CS in the confl-ict situation.

However, Holl-is did not. determine that the mechanism of

association was s-s. Given that. no exprícit test,s r¡rere

undertaken to determine that pairings of a right cs and a us

conspecífic necessarily yield. S-S associat.ions, the

assumption is Lenuous. Nor did Hollis convincingly

demonstrate t.hat conditioning resul-ted in bet.ter territorial
defense. Aggression was measured by intrusions int,o the
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opponentt s t.erritory, and frequency of biting during the

ensuing conflict.. rt might be argued that reavíng a

terri-t.ory unattended and aggressíng into an opponentrs

territory does not constitute bett,er defense.

when the territory is unattended, there is no defense

possible against intrusion by other fish.
The present st.udies attempted to clarify the

ambiguíties in Hollis's work. Experíment L was designed to
determine the nat.ure of the associations estabrished during

conditioning of front.al display responding in Trichoqaster

trichopterus. And, Experiment 2 was designed to evaruate

the contribution of conditioning to territoríar defense by

assessing the capacit.y of the condítioned. subject.s t,o
prevent intrusions into their territory.

Three important concl-usions can be derived from the

results of the present experiments. First Experiment. 1

showed that when conditioning occurred, it appeared to be

predominantry t.he result, of s-s associations, alt.hough the

variabilit,y in responding permits this to be only a

tent,ative concrusion. second, the observation that there
existed a súbstantiar varÍabirity in t.he degree of frontal
display and approach responding demonstrated by male
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Trichoqaster trichopterus in the presence of another male

conspecific j-ndicated that the occurrence of aggression is
not as robust as initiarly hypothesized" And finally, t.here

appeared to be limited concordance between levels of
conditioning and either measures of agonistic responding

during the confl-ict, or effectiveness of territoriar defense.

Each of these observations wirr be discuss in the paragraphs

that folIow.

Mechanism of Conditioninq

The major observation derived. from the Experíment l- was

that when conditioning occurred it. appeared to be

predominant.ly under the control of s-s associaL j-ons. This

concl-usion is made on the basis of signifícantly greater

conditioning in the Paired group relat.ive to t,he omissj-on

group, coupred with the absence of dífferences bet.ween the

omission and t,he Yoked groups. rt. should be noted however,

that the variabirity of unconditioned and condit,ioned

responding in t,he present studies and the Low revels of

conditíoned responding seriously rimited the effectiveness

of t.he omission procedure. consequent,ly, concrusions

concerning t.he absence of R-s learning must be viewed as
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tentative. caution is warranted. because of the evídence

from studies using Bett.a splendens by Murray (1973) , Murray

(1973) carried out a negative automaintenance procedure with

subjects selected for vigourous agonistic responding. The

serection of aggressive subjects ensured elevat.ed. revels of
baseline unconditioned responding, such that an effective
omission procedure was implemented.. while Murrayr s (i-973)

results are restrict.ed to the aggressive members of the

species the resurts indicated t.hat when agonist.ic behaviour

occurred, both s-s associations and R-S associations control
ir..

This ouLcome is not surprising. The paradigms laberled

classicar and operant. conditioning, which are said to yield

S-S and R-S associations, are paradigms devised by

researchers. rn nature, it is probable that most learned

behaviour is the result. of an i-nteraction between crassical

and operant conditioning paradigms and t.he associative

mechanisms that underlie them. rt. is also possible that
some as yet undiscovered paradigms interact. to yield. the

complex behaviour patterns observed. in t.he various organísms

in nature.
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rnvoking the operation of t.wo tearning processes, or

Pavlovian conditioning:, in the situatíon conveys a

flexibility to the subject that. either alone does not

provide. The S-S learning provides the subject with

information concerning t.he impending occurrence of a

part.icular class of biol-ogical signifícant environment

event; the R-s component guides the subjectsr reaction to
the evenL. Eit,her process acting alone would lead to a

rigidity of acquired behaviour, because the same reaction

would occur to all examplars of a crass of biorogically
significant events. Thus for example, if aggressÍon is the

reaction to intrusion, then preparíng for aggression is the

onry option availabre. on the other hand, the t,wo processes

actíng together provide an open system that can react to
localized effects. For example, intrusion by a larger

dominant fish might bet.t.er be deart wíth by avoidance rather

than fighting, wit.h the reverse true when a ress dominant,

fish intrudes. rn this case the s-s component is used to
ídentify t.he difference in impending situations and the R-s

component, differs between the siLuations,
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fn Experiment 1_ and 2, the presentation of a US

conspecific to the mal-e experimental subject did not.

reliably elicit either uncond.ítioned. or conditioned

agonisLic responses in al-l- experimental sub jects. For

example, unconditioned frontal display responding ranged.

from 1.6 to 70.8 per cent. whire condÍtioned responding

ranged from 0.0 to 61.6 per cent. These results differ
substantially from those f,ound by Hollis who reported. very

I,

high revels of bot.h unconciitioned and conditíoned frontal
display responding.

As noted earlier t.he variabilit,y may t.o some degree

explained in terms of the random sampling procedure used

select subjects in the current study. However, sampling

procedures alone do not. account for t.he different.ial
ouLcomes in the present studies and Hollisrs work. A

methodologicar difference may al-so have also contributed to
the differential outcomes -

Procedurally, a major difference between the two

research programs existed ín how t.he us conspecific was

presented to the experimentar subjects. rn Holl-isrs

st.udies, the us conspecifj-c was isorated from the subjects

be

to

ndition tioned
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by being presented in a glass jar (Horlis, r9g4; Hollis et
al 1984) . Vrjhereas, in my study, the US conspecific was

separated from the experimentat subjects only by a mesh

grid. whil-e it may appear that the isotated presentation

and t.he mesh cage presentation of the US are equally

realistic, t.he physical isoratíon that occurs when the us is
presented in a glass jar disrupts the int.eractj-ve

behavioural seguences between the two fish by preventing the

occurrence of significant cues which that, occurs bet,ween

conspecifics. some of these cues may incrude: the aversive

stimuration whÍch results from tair beating or st,rikes being

directed at the rivarr âs wel-r as chemical cues that, are

emitted by the conspecifíc and are waterborne. That the

preclusion of such cues by t.he presentation proced.ure impact

on the lever of aggression in TrÍchogaster trichopterus has

not been established. However, evidence from a crosery

rerat.ed species strongry suggest. t,hat the presentation

procedure does arter cues that are relevant to agqressive

interactions 
"

Lobb and Mccain (1926) found, in Bet.ta sprendens, that
a dominant-submissive relationship was estabrished between

riva.Ls when a wíre mesh separated the subjects, and that the
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dominant conspecific continued to display while the

submissive subject. did not.. However, when a glass wal_l was

used the dominant-submissíve relationship was not

established and both subjects continued to engage in frontal
display behaviour. The difference between wire mesh and

glass walls was not restricted to the elícitat.ion of frontal
display. Lobb and Mccain (rgj6) further demonstrated that a

significant amount of avoidance of the rivar occurs in t.he

submissive fish when a wire mesh separation is used, but. not

when the rival are separated by a glass walr. And fi_naIly,
Lobb and Mccain (L976) suggested that the difference bet.ween

the isorat.ed presentation and the wíre mesh may alter, if
not. preclude, the establishment of t.he naLural sequential

relationship in the agonistic behaviour of Èhe rivals.
rn the present studies, if the wire mesh permÍtted the

est.ablishment of dominant.-subordinat.e rerationships in pairs
of rivals it, would be expected. that onry some (one harf by

chance) of the subject,s wourd become the dominant. one of the
int.eracting pairs. rn as much as some of my experimental

subjects would not be t.he dominant. fish of the pair,
agonistic behaviours wourd not be observed in atr subjects.
This wourd increase the between subject variability in
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responding t.hat Ì¡ras noted in Experiment 1 and 2. Thus, with
the wire mesh cage used in the present study, the

differential contribution to responding of dominant and

submissive subject wourd occur with the subsequent Íncrease

in between subject. variabirity. The grass encrosure used by

Hollis would preclude or at least, srow the d.evelopment of
submissive/dominant relat.ionshíp and prorong responding.

Both outcomes would tend to homogenize performance ín her

experiment.

A second cl-ass of cues that are precluded by glass

chambers, were also assumed to impact on aggressive

responding. These cues are the waterborne chemicals emitted

by the fish. rn a normal interaition, and also with Lhe

wire mesh procedure, the exchange of water between the areas

around the rivals result.s in any waterborne chemical emitt,ed

being detected by the rivals.

The generar ímportance of chemícalJ_y induced reactions

in fish behaviour is well document.ed. pfeiffer (1963a;

1963b) noted that a number of species of fish respond.

strongly to waterborne alarm substances from conspecifics

Èhat are under attack. These alarm substances serve as cues

for danger when rereased from t.he damaged skin of a
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conspecific under attack. Cheal and. Davis (191.4\ r Lee and.

Ingersoll (1979) t Piccol-o (I964) | poIlak, Becker & Haynes

(1978) and observed that chemicaf cues can serve to modulate

nest buiì-ding and socj-al behaviour in Trichoqast.er

trichopterus. fn addition, Hara (1971) stated t,hat

chemoreception is al-so relevant t.o sex discriminat.ion, and.

parental behaviour" For example, Baeninger (1968) and.

IngersoIl, Bronstein and Bonventre (I976) observed that
Betta splendens curtailed theÍr aggressive activíty when

placed in water in which either a pair of conspecifÍcs had

just fought or where a nondisplaying conspecific had been.

If chemicals modulate behaviour and are part, of the

signalling required for t.he development, of effective
interactions between conspecifics, then the use of a mesh

grid versus a glass jar would allow the signalling to occur

much as it. would in nature, whereas the latter would not,.

The elicitation and subsequent habituation of agonistic

bèhaviour is also a funct.ion of the nature of the agonistic

st.imuration. Dore, Lefebvre and Ducharme (i-9TB) found in
Betta sprendens, the rat.e of habit.uation of that agonistic

responding by a mare was faster to presentations of an

actual- opponent than to a conspecific behind g]ass, which in
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Lurn was fast,er t.han to a mirror present.ation. Baenninger

(1966) demonstrated that the tendency for Betta to view a

conspecific arso habituated faster t.han theÍr tendency to

view a mirror ímage. SimiÌarly, peeke , Herz and Gal-lagher

(19?0) showed. t.hat presentation of a conspecific minimized

habituation of, aggressíve responding in cichrids (cichlasoma

Nigrofasciatumi. Baenninger (Lgl0) | Clayton and Hinde

(1-968) and Rhoad, Kalat and Klopfer (1975) atso found that
habituation of aggressíve responding in Betta splendens was

greatest when t.he eliciting stimurus r¡ras a conspecific as

opposed to a mirror or a model. rt appears that responding

habit.uates most effect,ively to the actuar presentatíon of a

conspecific and least. effect.ively t.o the visual

representat.ions of the conspecific in the absence of other

possible cues. These resul-ts suggest t.hat. the visual

presentation of a us conspecific differs subst.antially ín

st.imurus propert,ies from a nat.ural presentation and resurts

in the maint.enance of responding beyond what. would occur in

a naturar sett,ing. The differences in responding to mirror

images or models may be rerated to the lack of physical and

chemicar cues. while the reasons for the differences cannot

be compret.ery specified, t.he observation of differences
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supports the notion that isolated presentation of the us

conspecific may elicit an unnat.ural- response patt.ern.

The above observations suggests that the method. of us

conspecific presentat.ion used by Hollis (rgï2, L}B ) may

have distorted the intraspecific dynamics of the interacting
fish. While such distortions may be accept.able for
st.udying learning processes (because variability bet,ween

subjects can be reduced), the distortions limit the

ecologicaJ- validíty of the outcomes. With limiLed

ecological validit.y, the extension of t,he result.s to

evolutionary issues, such as the adaptive value of the

learning, is questionabl-e. Separating rivals by a grid,
while stilt precluding some of the natural- int.eractions,

allows for a far broader range of actions, and is,
consequently, a better approximation to the natural

situation for the fish. 
I

The resurts of both Experiment. 1 and. 2 indicat,ed that
the presence of a male conspecifíc d.oes not always elícit
front.ar dispray or approach respond.ing. Therefore, t.he

presentation of a male conspecific can not be defined as a

reriabre unconditioned stimutus for these responses. Gíven

that the reliabl-e occurrence of the us-uR is a requirement
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for classical condítioning, it is not surprising that
pairings of a CS wit.h a US conspecific did not support the

condÍtioning of a frontal display or approach responding Ín

all male Tríchoqaster trichopterus.

The variabilit.y in unconditioned and conditioned

agonist.ic response is problematic for the prefiguring

hypothesis. For fish that showed limited unconditioned

agonistic reactions, the prefiguring assumption that

aggression ís an evolutíonary currency leads to the

conclusion that this proport.ion of the species did not

evidence inclusive fitness. For fish that showed limited

conditioned agonistic reactions, the assumption that

condit.ioning facilitates aggression and hence enhances

inclusive fitness, leads to t.he concrusion that there is not

adapt,ive significance to learning for these fish. The

coupling of t.he presenL results wit.h the prefiguring

assumptions leads to the conclusion that only a small

proportion of the subjects (i.e. the aggressive ones)

demonst.rated a cur,rency of inclusive fitness and. that

conditioning augment.ed fitness in onry a few individuars.

This conclusion has two probrems. First, ít red.uces the

realm of the prefiguring hypothesis to a subset of the
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population, without. províding an a priori specificat.ion for
identifying t.hat subset. Bounding the hypothesis in this
fashion undermines its purpose which is to identify the

adaptive significance of learning. And second, t.he

concrusion has the net effect of apptying the concepts of

fit.ness and adaptive significance to attributes of an

individuar rather t,han to the species as a whore. This is
an inappropriate application of the evorutionary por^rers.

Conditioninq and FunctÍon

In Experiment 2 it was noted that: no measure of

conditÍoned or unconditioned agonistic behaviour correlated

to measures of conflict,. that fish that demonstrat.ed

conditioned agonistic responses were not more aggressive in
the conflict situation t.han those that did not demonstrate

conditioned responses; and, that fish that demonstrated

condit.ioned responses did not have an advantage in rimiting
intrusion by rival-s. These resul-ts are not consístent with

t.he observations of Hollis (1,gg2t 1,984) " Furt.hermore, the

resurts refuted the major prediction of the prefíguring

hypothesis which st,ates that. conditioned resþonding augments

aggression wit.h t,he consequence of enhanced i-nclusive
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fitness. The tack of support for t.he prefiguring hypothesis

Leaves open the question of the relatj-onship between

conditioning and the function of conditioned behaviour.

Given the present resurts two possibilities appear t.o exist.
The first of the possibirities is that there ís no adaptive

significance to learning in terms of territorial defense.

or, the strategies of territoriar defense require a far more

f lexibl-e system than posited by Ho11is.

The first. alternative arises when the observat.ion that
the behaviour patterns during conditioning donrt appear to
be correrated to actual conflict, and would suggest that any

advantages conferred on an organism during conditioning

during boundary conflict,s d.oes not carry over into
intrat.erritoriar battl-es. As noted earlier, Mirler (t964)

and Frey and Mil-l-er (1-972) found rit.tl-e reLationship in
confrict patterns bet.ween intraterrítoriar conflict.s and

boundary conf rict.s. wit.hout. crossover between the t.wo

situat.ions, the adaptive sígnifícance of a condÍLioned.

reaction within one of these types of confricts ís at best

restrict.ed t.o that conf rict, and the adaptive signif Ícance

must be ídentified vrithin the same type of conflict.
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Neither Hol1is nor the present. st.udent. studies meet t.hese

condit.ions.

The second alternat.ive, that a more flexible system is
needed to deal with the situation can be derived from

Dawkins (1986). Dawkins (1986) noted that it would. not be

useful for a species to have an aggressive or Hawkish

strategy. If all members of the species Ì^rere required to
engage in aggressive interaction in order t.o ensure

reproductive success, the species wourd breed forwards to
generate a very aggressive population. Eventuali_y, this
strategy would become less effect.ive since reproductive

success would requÍre a battle wherein one or both

conspecifics would be seriously injured..

Doves or less aggressÍve fish would, at this poíntn for
a period of time have the advantage, ultimatery neither

strategy wourd be stable. By stabl-e it. is meant that. the

strategy would be one which, if adopted by the populat.ion

wourd result in a higher reproductÍve success. rn our

exarnple, the Hawk or Dove strategy is only effective
providing their frequency is low, yet in as much as t,hey

hrere successful in reproctuct.ion would cause t.hen to increase

in frequency and thereby l-ose their competitive edge.
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A more effective st.rategy would be one wherein the

membershíp had a representatÍon of both Doves and Hawks.

This wourd be a mixed evorutionarily st.able st.rategy (ESS)

A mixed ESS could come about. in two ways: by having two

forms of individuals, Hawks and. Doves, each pursuing a

particular strategyì oyt by having one type of individual
pursuing at. random eit,her a Hawkish or Doveish st.rategy.

the individual pursuing a mixed ESS undertakes t.o respond

a Hawkish or Dovish mode in other than a random fashion the

Ess Ís no longer a mixed one but rather can be viewed as a
pure conditional strategy.

A conditional- ESS invol-ves the animars selecting cues

to determine whether a Hawkish or Dovish approach ought to

be taken when confront.ed with a conspecific or a particular

situatíon. As noted in the section on conditioning

mechanisms, the two process approach (S-S and R-S) provides

an effective mechanism for organisms that use a conditioned

mixed ESS strategy. For example in a conflict with

conspecifics of differing size the st.rategies for each

conspecific woul-d differ based on the forlowing condition,

be a Hawk if larger than rival and a dove if smaller.

If

an
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Size presents a fairly good predictor of ult.imate

outcome of battres and is a good basis for not undertaking

to war with a larger conspecifíc. A number of other cues

may be used that are more vulnerabre to cheating or that
predict less accurat.ely the ultimat.e ouLcome of further

escaLat.ion of the bat.tle. obviously cues or sÍgnals that
accurately predict outcomes of escal-ation of conflict are

diffícurt t.o determine and require testing to some degree.

It is at, this point that the R-S component of pavlovian

conditioning comes into play, the outcomes of particular

behaviour in the presence of given cues will begin to

infLuence subsequent. behaviour of the conspecific when

presented again. When cues associated with an aversive

outcome for a given behaviour are present, the probability

of that behaviour wourd be decreased and the likeríhood of

some other st.r:ategy increased. Al-ternative might. include

escalation to battle from frontal dispray or submissj-on and.

reLreat. This opened program concept was suggested by

Lorenz (1969). The response actually engaged. in on any

occasj-on would depend on the prior history of reinforcement

in the presence of simil-ar st.imuri, in a simirar cont.ext.

The flexíbitity of this int,eraction woul_d permít, a
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synergistic Ínterpray of cues and responses between the two

rivals that might minimize actual- combat by incorporating

the prior hist.ory of each subject into t.he situation. Mare

conspeci-fics may acquire or lose territories without serÍous

baLt.l-es taking place but as a result. of these rituals.

FinaJ-Iy, it, shoul-d be noted that HoIIís, s assumpt,ion

that aggression in territorial defense can serve as a

currency for inclusive fitness has noL been shown. while

the present study does not addressed this issue, the

assumption that aggression is a currency should not be

accept.ed without. evidence. Bateman (1948) originally

observed that t.he variance in male offsprings in t.he

fruit.fry was quite larg'e, and suggested that t.his variance

in offspring v¡as a function of the male's capacity to defend

a territory and attract a mate, ín essence, the resurt of

competition between males for a mate. However, sut.herland

(1985) has since shown that t.his is not quite accurate, and

that. Bateman's (19a8) resurts may. be the result of no more

t.han random ef fects. sutherl-and furt.her st,ated that the

Èime required. for offspring product.ion in males is rower

than in females, and Lherefore the opportunity for
reproduct.ive attempts is higher in males. consequently,
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difference in lifespan breeding opportunity for mal-es may be

the main basis for the variance in reproductive success.

rndeed, it appears that the number of matings in damselflies

for example, depend essentially on its lífe span the

duration of which is random (Dawkins, 1986) "

To the ext.ent that these resul-ts generalize to fish,

and that fact has noL yet been est.ablished, however, the

assumption that the variance in the number of a male, s

offspring results from differentía1Iy effective terrítoriaL

defense, may be more intuitively appealing than accurate.

Given this observation, Holl-is (1984) assertion that

territ.orial defence ís the basis for sexual selection can

not be used as a currency for reproductive success without

reservations. rf territoriar defense is to be used as a

currency for inclusive fitness an empirical rerationship

between territ.oriar defense and tife tíme reproduct.ive

success must. be demonstrated.

fn summary, the present research has raised several

difficult.ies for HolLis's prefiguring hypothesis. On

reflection, the difficulties appear to be the resurt of a

tacÍt assumption made in the fietd. That assumpLion is that
a behavioural currency is an index of genotypes. This
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assumpt.ion is pervasive, unproven, and probably rarely

correct. often the currency estabtished, which is presumed

to refrect differences genotypic differences, reflect only

the reproductive success of a phenotype.

Examining genetic variability in learninq and

aggression and possible evolut.ionary change can only occur

with a range of variants in genotypes. Neit.her current or

earl-ier work has done this. However, the present study

could be viewed as a first approximat,ion to Lhis task

because we have identified ranges of variation. vühether

this variation is genet.icarry determined. or noL, can not be

ascertained. To discuss adaptation ít must be assumed that

different, phenotypes reflect different genot.ypes. This is
gratuitous because phenotypes have an ontological as well as

a phylogenet.ic history. Differences in phenotypes could

ref lect, eit.her of t.he two histories. consequently, caution

must be exercised until the phylogenetic component is
isolated.

Given t.hat a genetic component. to an observed. phenot,ype

can be ident.ified, Dawkins (1986) has identified four

strategies to confirm the adaptive signíficance of t.hat

genet.ic component. The first strategy involves comparing
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t.he reproduct,ive success of behavioural varíants currently
found ín the populat.ion. The second strategy requires

comparing artificiarty produced varíations to the actual

variant, and observíng ,'survival raLe'r. This strategy is

used if only one varíant. can be isolated ín a popuì-ation.

The third method woul-d see the reproductive success of
closely related species in different environments compared

in order to identify evorved differences of an attribute.
And finally, Dawkins suggests making comparisons between

observed "design features" in the species and the presumed

ideal design. rn as much as the designs are simirar, the

sel-ected design is assumed to be t.he result of natural

selection. The first and third are dírect procedures

because they examine the exist.ing variant.s, while the second

and fourth procedure are indirect because ínferences are

based on excrusionary data. Fut.ure research efforts must.

adopt these strategies if the question of the adapt.ive varue

of condit.ioning ís t,o be unravel-l_ed.
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